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Abstract 

When a gas-vapour mixture undergoes an isentropic expansion and is brought into 
a sufficiently high supersaturated state, drop-wise condensation occurs. The first stage 
of drop-wise condensation is nucleation, which very strongly depends on the thermody
namic state of the vapour. 

A theoretical model based on the classical nucleation theory has been developed to 
predict nucleation rates for binary mixtures of real gases. As an alternative, a kinetic 
theory for homogeneous nucleation of binary mixtures is presented, which is an extension 
of the theory for one-component systems of Katz and Wiedersich. 

The value of the surface tension is an important parameter in the classical nucleation 
theory. Therefore, calculations based on a perturbation approach to the surface tension 
of Lennard-Jones fluids have been performed. Results are in agreement with Monte 
Carlo and molecular dynamics simulations. 

Experiments were performed with methane-nonane and methane-pentane mixtures 
at high pressures making use of a Wilson expansion cloud chamber, with a cooling rate of 
1 K/ms. The onset points of condensation, the so-called Wilson points, are determined. 
Binary mixtures of real gases are expected to show retrograde nucleation behaviour at 
high pressures. Because the set-up is limited to 65 bar, it was not possible to ascertain 
real-gas condensation behaviour. 

A new experimental method based on an approximate theory has been developed 
to obtain information on the maximum nucleation rate during a continuous isentropic 
expansion. This information is obtained by measuring spectrally resolved attenuation 
spectra. The preliminary results of this method are promising. Nucleation rates are 
determined within 50%. Further investigation is needed to confirm these results. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The formation and growth of droplets, drop-wise condensation, is an important process 
in a variety of technical systems. When the gas-vapour mixture is homogeneous and no 
foreign particles or ions are present, the process is referred to as homogeneous drop-wise 
condensation. Much theoretical and experimental work on homogeneous condensation 
has been reported since Wilson's pioneering work at the end of the 19th century. Still, 
a lot of questions remain. 

An example of a technical system in which droplet formation is important is that of 
a natural gas purification plant. When the gas is subjected to a pressure drop, which 
usually results in a temperature drop, a state of supersaturation may occur, and droplets 
can be formed. This can be either a nuisance or a useful phenomenon for the purification 
of the gas, or for the removal of heavy components. In the group "Gasdynamics and 
Aeroacoustics" a research program is being performed on homogeneous condensation in 
high pressure mixtures of real gases. 

Condensation can be considered to exist of two different processes, called nucleation 
and droplet growth. Nucleation is the process of formation of microscopic liquid droplets 
from the vapour phase; it is due to thermal density fluctuations in the vapour. The 
probability of formation of a droplet per unit volume and unit time is proportional to 

p equilibrium 

liquid 

vapour 

T--+ 

Figure 1.1: Phase diagram of a pure vapour, drawn line is the liquid-vapour 
equilibrium line. 
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4 Homogeneous nucleation of real binary mixtures 

exp(-b:..E/k8 T), where b:..E is some energy barrier, a function of the thermodynamic 
variables, k8 the Boltzmann constant, and T the temperature. As mentioned before, we 
refer to the process of droplet formation as homogeneous nucleation when it takes place 
in the homogeneous gas-vapour mixture and no foreign particles are present. But it is 
also possible to deliberately add particles (e.g. ions), which act as condensation nuclei. 
This addition will result in a lower energy barrier; thereby nucleation is facilitated. In 
that case we refer to this process as heterogeneous nucleation. 

One parameter that influences the nucleation rate very strongly is the supersatura
tion ratio S, defined as the ratio of the partial molar density of the vapour at a given 
state to the partial molar density of the vapour in equilibrium. In the case of a pure 
vapour it is the ratio of the density at given pressure p and temperature T to the density 
on the equilibrium curve at the same temperature: S = p(p, T)/ Pe(Pe, T). In figure 1.1 
we see that in point 1 p is less than Pe; therefore S < 1, the vapour is subsaturated. 
When p and T are changed to point 2; S = 1, the vapour is saturated. After a further 
change is made to point 3; S > 1 and the vapour is supersaturated. The case of a real 
binary mixture of a gas and a vapour is different from the one-component case because 
instead of one equilibrium line in the p-T diagram there is an equilibrium region, which 
is called the coexistence region. The line limiting this region is called the coexistence 
envelope. In figure 1.2 a picture of a coexistence envelope is shown. For a mixture of 

t 
p 

coexistence 
region 

vapour + liquid 

vapour 

T --+ 

Figure 1.2: Phase diagram of a mixture, drawn line is the coexistence envelope. 
Also the Jin~ of ideal mixture equilibrium is shown: dashed line. 

real gases each point (p, T) inside the coexistence region is related to molar fractions of 
the vapour and the liquid in equilibrium at that (p, T). In other words, each point in
side the region is defined by (p, T) and their corresponding values of y1 , the equilibrium 
molar vapour fraction, and x1 , the equilibrium molar liquid fraction, both of component 
1. A coexistence envelope connects all (p, T)-values that have the same equilibrium 
value of y1 . A gas-vapour mixture with composition (y1, y2) brought in a state (p, T) 
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inside this coexistence envelope will partially condense until the equilibrium of liquid 
and vapour is reached again. The new composition will be different from the previous 
one, and we know that the equilibrium vapour fraction inside the coexistence region is 
less than the vapour fraction on the envelope. With pv the vapour density, we again 
define the supersaturation ratio as before: S = pv(p, T)/ p~(p, T), but, instead of taking 
the equilibrium density p~ at a different pressure, we now take it at the same pressure. 
It is possible that even if the temperature is above the critical temperature of one of 
the pure components this component still condenses (the liquid formed contains both 
components). This is a significant difference from the behaviour of an ideal mixture in 
which only the subcritical component can condense. An ideal mixture is defined as a 
mixture that follows Raoult's law. The equilibrium is then given by the equilibrium line 
of the subcritical component, and the liquid contains only this component. We see in 
figure 1.2 that this is the low pressure limit of the coexistence envelope. In this region 
the real liquid contains only a small fraction of the supercritical component. 

Because of the interest of the oil and gas industry in the subject of condensation, the 
components of the mixtures considered are chosen from the group of alkanes. Methane 
is taken for the gas and both n-pentane and n-nonane are chosen as the less volatile 
components. Because of this choice, we have a mixture of a supercritical component 
(methane), which we will refer to as the gas, and a subcritical component (n-pentane 
or n-nonane), which we will refer to as the vapour. 

The subject of this report is the homogeneous nucleation of binary mixtures of 
real gases. There are several approaches to the theory of homogeneous nucleation. 
The most widely used and best known approach is the classical nucleation theory [1], 
[2]. An important concept in this approach is the capillarity approximation: nuclei 
are described as if they exhibit the properties of macroscopic droplets, and a clear 
distinction can be made between the bulk of the droplet and the droplet surface. An 
other important concept in this approach is the constrained equilibrium, necessary to 
apply the principle of detailed balance in a metastable equilibrium. An approach that is 
based on the classical theory but does not use the constrained equilibrium is the kinetic 
nucleation theory as developed by Katz et al. [3] and applied by Kalikmanov et al. [4]. 
Another approach based on the density functional theory [5] has been proposed recently 
by Oxtoby et al. [6]. The droplets are described accurately by a density profile instead 
of a density step at the surface of the droplet. 

For the nucleation model described in this report, the classical theory was chosen be
cause of its successful application for certain one-component systems and the simplicity 
in its implementation. In chapter 2 of this report the homogeneous nucleation theory 
is described. Because of the importance of an accurate value of the surface tension in 
the classical theory, a study of the surface tension of liquids was carried out. In chapter 
3 some results are shown for a pure one-component system. Condensation experiments 
were performed with a Wilson expansion set-up. The experimental set-up and some 
results of the experiments are described in chapter 4. Chapter 5 describes a method 
to derive quantitative results from the experimental data; some preliminary results are 
shown. Chapter 6 contains conclusions and recommendations for future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Homogeneous nucleation 

2.1 Introduction 

When the state of an subsaturated vapour is rapidly changed to a supersaturated state, 
for example by means of an isentropic expansion, droplets will be formed. In the absence 
of foreign particles the formation of these droplets will only take place if the vapour is 
sufficiently supersaturated. Two steps are involved in the process of droplet formation. 
The first step in this process is nucleation, the second step is droplet growth. 

Nucleation is the process of formation of microscopic droplets that are in metastable 
equilibrium with the surrounding vapour. In this process the vapour is transformed 
to liquid and the surface of the droplet is formed. It is the formation of the surface 
that slows down the whole process of droplet formation. In a supersaturated state it is 
energetically favourable to form bulk liquid, but energy is needed for the formation of 
the surface. So, the free energy of formation of droplets contains two terms, a negative 
one proportional to the volume of the droplet r 3 and a positive one proportional to the 
surface area of the droplet r 2; r is the radius of the droplet. There will be a maximum in 
the free energy curve at some critical size. Droplets smaller than this critical size tend 
to evaporate. Droplets exceeding this critical size tend to grow to stable macroscopic 
droplets. A droplet of critical size is called a (critical) nucleus. 

In 1950 Reiss [7] published an important paper on the kinetics of phase transitions in 
binary systems. His work is still mentioned in almost every paper concerning homoge
neous nucleation in binary systems. It is this paper together with the paper of Stauffer 
on the kinetic theory of binary nucleation [8] that form the basis of the nucleation model 
presented in this chapter. 

2.2 Free energy of droplet formation 

The nucleation rate J is defined as the rate of formation of critical nuclei per unit volume 
per unit time. It can be expressed as 

(2.1) 

where f)..G sp is the Gibbs free energy of formation of a critical nucleus, k8 the Boltzmann 
constant, T temperature, and K a kinetic prefactor. In binary nucleation the free energy 
of droplet formation f)..G is a function of the two variables na and nb, the number of 
molecules of species a and b in the droplet. This means that f)..G forms an energy 

7 
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0 

Figure 2.1: The free energy surface as a function of the numbers na, nb. 

surface as a function of these variables. In an subsaturated state D.G increases as a 
function of size, but in a supersaturated state this surface has a saddle point at some 
(nasp, nbsp). The free energy at the saddle point, D.Gsp, is the energy barrier entering 
equation (2.1). In figure 2.1 a schematic picture of the free energy surface for a mixture 
of a supercritical and a subcritical gas is shown. In an ideal mixture the combination 
of a subcritical and a supercritical component would mean that only the subcritical 
component would condense while the supercritical component would remain in the gas 
state. But in a real mixture we see that the liquid formed consists of both molecules of 
species a and b. In the picture we see that for na = 0, D.G is an increasing function of 
nb, while for nb = 0, it has a maximum as a function of na, so droplets that only contain 
component a will not be formed at given temperature and pressure. 

In order to obtain an expression for the Gibbs free energy of formation, the capillarity 
approximation is used in the classical theory. This means that a nucleus behaves as a 
microscopic droplet with macroscopic properties. So the nucleus is considered to consist 
of a bulk and a surface part. If we now consider a system of just one component, the 
expression for the increase in the Gibbs free energy of a system as the transition is made 
from pure vapour to vapour plus one single droplet at constant temperature [9] is 

(2.2) 

In this expression the superscript l denotes the liquid phase, v the vapour phase and s 
the surface contribution. Also, p is the total gas-vapour pressure in the system without 
a droplet, p1 the pressure inside the droplet, µ the chemical potential, '"Y the surface 
tension and A the surface area of the droplet. Because of the definition of the surface 
excess number n5 (n5 = ntot - n" - n1, where ntot is the total number of molecules in 
the system), we have the freedom to choose the dividing surface in such a way that n 8 
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is equal to zero [10]. This choice of the dividing surface is called the equimolar dividing 
surface. For this choice f:::.G becomes 

(2.3) 

where the subscript e denotes the dependence on the choice of the dividing surface. 
If we now consider the liquid to be i!\compressible and define the molecular volume 
v1 = V 1 / n1

, then we can relate the chemical potential inside the droplet to the chemical 
potential of an infinitely large drop (or a flat surface) by the thermodynamic relation 
dµ = vdp, which after integration gives 

(2.4) 

where pv is the total gas-vapour pressure. If the total gas-vapour pressure is assumed 
to be unchanged after a droplet has been formed: pv = p, equation (2.3) then becomes 
after substitution of equation (2.4) 

(2.5) 

Reiss [7] derived a similar expression in the case of binary mixtures, 

Note that in this expression the chemical potential differences are taken at outside 
pressure pv. In equation (2.6) the influence of the surface molecules is neglected, but in 
general it is impossible to choose a dividing surface in such a way that for all i, ni is 
zero [10]. We rewrite equation (2.2) for a binary mixture: 

D.G = (p - p1)V1+1A + (µ~ - µ~)n~ + (µ~ - µ~)n~ + (µi- µi:)ni + (µ~ - µi:)ni. (2.7) 

It is not necessary to neglect the surface molecules. We introduce the combined system 
of droplet bulk and droplet surface, and consider this system to be in equilibrium. 
Therefore, the chemical potential of the surface molecules must be equal to the chemical 
potential of the bulk molecules: µf = µHp1

, T), i = a, b. By introducing n~ = n~ + n~ 
and ni = n~ + nb, the total number of molecules in the droplet of species a and b 
respectively, equation (2. 7) can be rewritten as 

(2.8) 

where !:::.µa is the difference of the partial chemical potential of component a in the liquid 
at pressure p1 and in the vapour at pressure pv: 

(2.9) 

The similar equation also holds for component b. In equation (2.8) the contribution 
due to the formation of the surface (the second term), and the contribution due to the 
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transformation vapour to liquid (the other terms) can be recognized. For small droplets 
the surface term will dominate the free energy of droplet formation (2.8), and the free 
energy increases with size. For large molecules the bulk terms will dominate the free 
energy, which then decreases with size. In between there is a ridge of which the lowest 
point is the saddle point, determined by the following relations: 

8fj.G I = 8fj.G I = 0. 
8nt ant 

a sp b sp 

Applying this to equation (2.8) and noting that dpv = 0 and dµ~ = dµb = 0 yields the 
following two equations: 

( 
v 1)8v1 8p1 

1 8A 81 t 8µ~ t 8µ~ 
P -p -8 t - -8 t v +1-8 t +A-8 t +fj.µa+na-8 t +nb-8 t - o, 

na na na na na na 
(2.10) 

( 
v 1)av1 ap1 

1 BA 81 taµ~ taµ~ 
P - P !:lt - -;-t V + 1-8 t + A-8 t + fj.µb + na -8 t + nb -;-t = 0. 

unb unb nb nb nb unb 

In equilibrium the Gibbs-Duhem equation for the bulk should be satisfied. It reads 

(2.11) 

There is also a Gibbs-Duhem equation for the surface called the Gibbs adsorption equa
tion [10], which reads 

(2.12) 

The meaning of this equation is that a change in the surface tension has to be accom
panied by a change in temperature or chemical potential. Since the surface tension is 
purely an equilibrium quantity, it is only defined in the saddle point. The value is deter
mined by the equilibrium value of the chemical potential, and is therefore determined 
by the chemical potential of the vapour. When the Gibbs-Duhem equation (2.11) and 
the Gibbs adsorption equation (2.12) with dT = 0 are inserted in the equations (2.10), 
thereby keeping in mind that n~ = n~ + ni and that µi = µHp1

, T), i =a, b, this results 
in the following two equations that determine the saddle point: 

v 1 av1 aA 
fj.µa + (p - P )-a t + 1-8 t = 0, 

na na 
(2.13) 

v 1 av1 aA 
fj.µb + (p - P )-a t + i-a t = o. 

nb nb 

The pressure inside a spherical droplet of radius r is related to the outside pressure by 
the Laplace relation: 

(2.14) 
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Inserting this in equations (2.13) together with dV = 47rr2dr and dA = 87rrdr yields 
the two equilibrium conditions: 

(2.15) 

µ~(p1 , T) - µE(Pv, T) = 0. 

When the approximation for an incompressible fluid is used, the equivalent of equation 
(2.4) for a mixture is 

(2.16) 

where Vi is the molecular volume of species i, independent of pressure. With these 
molecular volumes we can write the volume and the surface area of a droplet as 

The so-called Kelvin relations are then found by applying the incompressible fluid ap
proximation to equations (2.15): 

(2.17) 

The free energy of droplet formation at the saddle point is found to be 

(2.18) 

after substitution of the equilibrium conditions (2.15) and the Laplace relation (2.14) 
in equation (2.8). 

2.3 Kinetics of nucleation 

In binary systems all the possible clusters (droplets) form a two dimensional lattice in 
the space of the numbers na and nb, and the nucleation and condensation process can be 
considered as a flow over this surface. This flow consists of the number of clusters of size 
(na, nb) that moves to (na + dna, nb + dnb) per unit time and volume. In figure 2.2 this 
lattice and the flow through one point (na, nb) is shown. f(na, nb) is the flow through 
the point (na, nb) and the indices a and b indicate the component of the flow in the 
a-direction and the b-direction respectively. For convenience we will now temporarily 
change the notation (na, nb) to (a, b). 
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~b (n •• f'\) 

J. 

n ____.,. 
a 

Figure 2.2: The ( na, nb)-plane. 

The time-dependent number density of clusters containing a molecules of species 
a and b molecules of species b is denoted by C(a, b). This density is changed due to 
the formation and the destruction of (a, b)-clusters. (a, b)-Clusters are formed by way 
of coalescence of two smaller clusters and also by dissociation of a larger cluster. The 
destruction of (a, b)-clusters is just the opposite: coalescence of an (a, b)-cluster with 
another cluster and dissociation of an (a, b)-cluster. In figure 2.3 a schematic drawing 
of these processes is shown. From left to right we see the formation and from right to 
left the destruction of (a, b)-clusters. The equation describing the change of the number 
density is the following (for an extensive explanation see [11]): 

dC~~' b) = L L {JJijA(a - i, b- j)C(a - i, b - j) - JJijA(a, b)C(a, b) 
i J 

-!'ijA(a, b)C(a, b) + /'ijA(a + i, b + j)C(a + i, b + j)}. (2.19) 

In this equation JJij is the impingement rate of (i,j)-clusters per unit area, known from 

ideal gas kinetics: JJij = C( i, j)JkBT /27rmij, /'ij the rate of evaporation of ( i, j)-clusters 
per unit area, ai:id A(a, b) the surface area of an (a, b)-cluster. Note that we take the 
mass accomodation coefficient equal to 1. The first and last term describe the production 
of (a, b)-clusters by way of coalescence and dissociation respectively. The second and 
third term describe the destruction of (a, b)-clusters by the same processes. The total 
change is the sum of the contributions of all possible combinations of i and j. For the 
equilibrium number density c(a, b) = N exp(-tl.G /kBT) the detailed balance conditions 

/'ijA(a + i, b + j)c(a + i, b + j) = JJijA(a, b)c(a, b) 
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{a-i,b-j) {i,j) {a,b) 

~ + ~~ • 
{a+i,b+j) {a,b) {i,j} 

'°' • + ~~ 

Figure 2.3: Coalescence and dissociation processes changing the number of 
(a, b)-clusters. 

/ijA(a, b)c(a, b) = (JijA(a - i, b - j)c(a - i, b - j) 

have to hold. ~G is the energy surface of section 2.2 and N the total number of free 
molecules and clusters. This is the so-called constrained equilibrium because the only 
way to maintain the equilibrium is by forcing the system. Since for large clusters ~G is 
a decreasing function, c(a, b) is an increasing function. So, to maintain this equilibrium, 
Maxwell demons have to be introduced, who have to disintegrate clusters beyond a 
certain size into single molecules. Using the detailed balance conditions, it is possible 
to rewrite equation (2.19): 

dC(a, b) = '°" '°" fJ·. {A( _ . b _ .) ( _ . b _ .) [C(a - i, b - j) _ C(a, b)l 
d ~ ~ iJ a i, J c a i, J ( . b .) ( b) t i j c a - i, - J c a, 

-A(a, b)c(a, b) [C(a, b) - C(a + ~' b + ~)]}. 
c(a,b) c(a+i,b+J) 

Assuming that the important contributions to this summation correspond to small i, j, 
it is possible to use the approximation 

!( 
. .) f( ) .of(x, y) .of(x, y) 

x - i, y - J - x, y = -'/, ox - J oy . 

Applying this to the last equation we obtain: 

dC(a, b) - L L i(Ji ~ {A(a, b)c(a, b) [C(a, b) - C(a + ~' b + ~)]} 
dt i j Joa c(a,b) c(a+i,b+J) 

. o { [C(a,b) C(a+i,b+j)]} 
LLJflijob A(a,b)c(a,b) ( b) - ( . b .) . (2.20) 

i j c a, c a + i, + J 
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In general a conservation law is written in the following form: 

If we compare this to equation (2.20) the following choices have to be made: 

la(a, b) L L i/3i1A(a, b)c(a, b) [C(a, b) - C(a + ~' b + ~)] , 
i 1 c(a,b) c(a+i,b+J) 

L LJ/3i1A(a, b)c(a, b) [C(a, b) - C(a + ~' b + ~)l · 
i 1 c(a,b) c(a+i,b+J) 

Again applying the approximation for small i and j bas the following result: 

'°''°' .2 8 (C(a,b)) Ja(a,b) = - L:L;i f3i1A(a,b)c(a,b) 8a c(a,b) 

. . 8 (C(a,b)) 
- ~~iJ/3i1 A(a,b)c(a,b) 8b c(a,b) , 

J,(a,b) = - ~~iJJJ,;A(a,b)c(a,b)! (~(~·:!) 
""·2 ( )( )a(C(a,b)) - L:L;J f3i1A a,b c a,b Bb c(a,b) . 

This finally leads to the expression used by Stauffer [8]: 

.... (C(a,b)) J=-R(a,b)c(a,b)\7 c(a,b) . 

In this equation the growth rate R( a, b) is a two by two tensor: 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

The term Rab in this tensor is the contribution to the flow in the a-direction due to a 
gradient in the b-direction. Comparison of equations (2.23), (2.21) and (2.22) yields the 
following definition of ~1 , i, j = a, b: 

Raa L L i 2 f3i1A(a, b), 
i j 

Rab - L L ij/3ijA(a, b), = Rba (2.24) 
i j 

Rbb - LLJ2/3i1A(a,b). 
i j 
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If we only consider the growth due to the impingement of single molecules a and b, the 
tensor becomes diagonal: Rab = 0, Raa = /11aA(a, b) and Rbb = ;11bA(a, b). 

In nucleation generally only the steady state solution (dC(a, b)/dt = 0) is considered. 
This is described by the following set of equations: 

(2.25) 

Here we went back to the original notation (na, nb)· The boundary conditions are 
approximated as follows: 

li ( c) 1. (c) o m - = 1; im - = . 
na,b ! 0 C na,b-oo C 

If the inverse tensor R- 1 of R exists, then taking the curl of equation (2.25) we derive 

Using the expression for the equilibrium distribution c(na, nb) this can be rewritten as 

(2.26) 

This equation has to be solved to obtain an expression for the direction of the flow at 
the saddle point. 

We want to determine the direction at the saddle point. In order to derive an analyt
ical expression we asssume the direction of the flow to be constant in the neighbourhood 
of the saddle point, the so-called saddle point region. The saddle point region is defined 
as the region in which the quadratic Taylor expansion 

is a sufficiently accurate expression. In this expression ma = na - na sp, mb = nb - nb sp, 
and D is the tensor containing all the second derivatives of AG in the saddle point 
divided by 2 (e.g. 2Dab = 82tlG/8na8nb)· For convenience we introduce the rotated 
system of coordinates (x, y) which has the x-axis parallel to the direction of the flow at 
the saddle point Jsp and the y-axis perpendicular to Jsp· The origin is positioned at the 
saddle point. and the rotation is over an angle </> measured between the x-axis and the 

x = ma cos </> + mb sin</>; y = -ma sin </> + mb cos </>. 

Since the direction of J is assumed constant in the saddle point region, the component 
of Jin they-direction has to be zero: Jy = 0. Together with the steady state condition 
div J = 0 this leads to the conclusion that Jx only is a function of y in the saddle point 
region. We use the "ansatz": Jx = 1xspexp(-Wy2/kBT), in which the width W is still 
to be determined. Neglecting the contributions of clusters larger than single molecules 
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to the growth, so R is diagonal, and also neglecting the variation of R in the saddle 
point region, we can determine the solution of equation (2.26) (see appendix A). Then 
equation (2.26) has the form Fama + Fbmb = 0 which must hold in the whole saddle 
point region. Therefore both Fa and Fb have to vanish. This leads to the following 
equations: 

Fa _ -w sin3 
</> - wr sin</> cos2 

</> + r cos</>+ da sin</> = 0 

Fb - -wr cos3 <P - w sin2 <P cos <P + rdb cos <P +sin <P = 0 

with the dimensionless ratios r = Rbb/Raai w = -W/Dabi da = -Daa/Dab1 and db = 
-Dbb/ Dab· These equations are solved by 

w - (sin <P cos <P )-1 (tan <P + rdb) /(tan <P + r /tan</>) 

tan <P - s + J s2 + r (2.28) 

where s = Hda - rdb). The steepest descent approximation as applied by Reiss [7] 
would give cot 2</> = ~(db - da), as a result of 8Dxx/8<P = 0, with Dxx = Daa cos2 

</> + 
2Dab cos <P sin <P + Dbb sin2 </J. This result agrees only with the result (2.28) if we take r 
equal to 1. This would be only correct if the impingement rates of the two components 
are exactly the same. 

2.4 Nucleation rate 

Knowing how to find the saddle point from section 2.2 and also knowing the direction 
of the flow at the saddle point from section 2.3, we can now proceed to calculate the 
magnitude of the nucleation rate. Multiplicating equation (2.23) by R-1 (~), and trans
forming to the new coordinate system (x, y), we can integrate the x-component of the 
equation to get 

+Joo (R-1 Jl l dx = - +Joo~ ( C ( X' Y)) dx = 1 
') x c( x, y) ox c( x, y) 

-oo -oo 

(2.29) 

because x ---+ -oo means applying the boundary condition for small clusters: C / c = 1, 
and x ---+ +oo means applying the boundary condition for large clusters: C / c = 0. Now 
using the approximation of the saddle point region (R is constant and J = lx€x) we 
have 

+oo 1 
1 = (Jx/ Rav) J ( ) dx. c x,y 

-oo 

In this equation the average growth rate Rav is introduced. Its definition is 
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which is a result of the transformation to the rotated coordinate system. The total 
nucleation rate is the integral of Jx(Y) over y, so 

(2.30) 

This equation defines the Zeldovich factor Z by 

+00 (+00 

O O )-l +oo (+oo )-1 
Z = _l l ~ix:y~dx dy = _l l exp((t.G - t.G,,)/k8 T)dx dy (2.31) 

Since we assumed that the main contribution to the integral comes from the saddle point 
region, we can substitute the Taylor expansion. The ridge in the saddle point region 
is defined by the maximum of AG(x, y) as a function of x. So, from equation (2.27) 
:X(DxxX2 + 2 DxyXY + Dyyy2

) = 0 with the solution y/xo = -Du/Dxy· To evaluate 
equation (2.31), we expand AG - AGsp for each value of y around the maximum value 
as a function of x (on the ridge). Substitution of x0 in the Taylor expansion around the 
saddle point, yields AG - AGsp = Wy2 on the ridge,where W = det (D)/ Dxx· Because 
the first derivative of the free energy with respect to x in x0 is equal to 0, the first term 
in the expansion around x0 is the second derivative: D.G - b:.Gsp = Wy2 

- W'x2 ; W' = 
-Dxx· W' is chosen this way because Dxx < 0. The second derivative in x0 is chosen 
equal to the second derivative in the saddle point because it is consistent within the 
saddle point region approximation. We can now calculate Z by evaluating expression 
(2.31) with the expansion substituted for each value of y: 

(2.32) 

The final result ltot = RavCspZ is the same expression as the one found in one-component 
system, but now an average growth rate is present: 

and 

Rav - <let (R) I ( Raa sin 2 
</> + Rbb cos2 

</> - 2Rab sin </> cos </>)' 

Csp - N exp(-AGsp/kBT) 

2.5 Kinetic nucleation theory of binary mixtures 

In order to obtain an expression for the evaporation rate, 'Yi, i = a, b, in terms of the 
known variables, a constrained equilibrium condition had to be evoked in the classical 
theory. This is a rather unsatisfactory way to use the detailed balance condition because 
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the constrained distribution is not a physical possibility (in this equilibrium Maxwell 
demons have to be introduced to prevent unphysical situations). In 1977 Katz and 
Wiedersich [3] published a paper in which a method to sidestep this constraint was 
shown. This section is devoted to the extention of their kinetic nucleation theory to the 
case of binary mixtures. 

If we consider the situation in which only the addition and loss of single molecules 
is important, the net flow from na to na + 1 and from nb to nb + 1 can be expressed as: 

(2.33) 

In these equations we consider the impingement rates f3a, f3b to be known from ideal 
gas kinetics: f3a = C(l, o)jksT /27rma and f3b = C(O, l)jksT /27rmb, where mi is the 
molecular mass of species i, i = a, b. The only unknowns, apart from the distribution 
function and the flow, are /a and /b· To determine the value of these quantities, we need 
to use the detailed balance condition. But instead of introducing the constrained equi
librium, we will now refer to a physically realizable equilibrium situation, the saturated 
vapour. If we consider the evaporation rate independent of density and the exact com
position of the mixture, we have the freedom to choose as the equilibrium the mixture 
that at given pressure and temperature is saturated. In general this mixture will have 
a different composition than the mixture for which we want to calculate the nucleation 
rate. The equilibrium cluster distribution will be denoted by Ce(na, nb)· In equilibrium 
the detailed balance condition holds and it will result in a /i, i = a, b, expressed in 
equilibrium quantities: 

_ Ce(na, nb)A(na, nb) (3 
'Ya Ce(na + 1, nb)A(na + 1, nb) ae, 

(2.34) 

/b = 
Ce(na, nb)A(na, nb) (3 

Ce(na, nb + l)A(na, nb + 1) be· 

These equations substituted in equation (2.33) yield the following result: 

(2.35) 

Here it is necessary to introduce a new function, H(na, nb), which is defined as: 
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We use the approximation: f(n) - f(n + 1) = -8! /8n, thus the equations (2.35) 
become: 

(2.36) 

Comparing equations (2.36) with equations (2.21) and (2.22), it follows that c(na, nb) = 
/3aa• f3be Ce ( na' nb). ( .J&..~na (A)nb 

ecause 'Ya and "lb can be expressed in either the constrained equilibrium or the 
equilibrium of the saturated mixture, the following equalities have to hold: 

(2.37) 

From the ideal gas expressions for f3a and f3b, we also know that f3a/ f3ae = c(l, O)/ce(l, 0) 
and f3b/ f3be = c(O, 1)/ce(O, 1). So by substituting na = 1 or nb = 1 in the equalities (2.37), 
we obtain the relations c(2, 0) = ce(2, o)(t.-)2, c(O, 2) = ce(O, 2)(t )2 and c(l, 1) = 

ce(l, l)(t,- )(-§:; ). By induction the relation between c(na, nb) and ce(na, nb) can be 
proven to hold on the basis of the equalities (2.37). 

Now the rotated coordinate system is introduced, again taking the x-axis parallel 
to the flow at the saddle point, the y-axis perpendicular and the origin situated at the 
saddle point. So at the saddle point we have Jb/ Ja = tan() where () is the angle between 
the x-axis and the na-axis. From equations (2.36) we then get: 

(2.38) 

It is now possible to express the derivative with respect to y in terms of the derivative 
with respect to x by substituting the transformations: 

8 ()8 . ()8 - cos - - sm -
8na 8x 8y' 

8 . ()8 ()8 
8nb 

- sm 8x + cos By . 

The result is 

(2.39) 

In the saddle point region we again assume the direction of the flow independent of 
the position, so, JY = 0 and Jx = Ja/ cos(). Together with the steady state condition 
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olx/ox = 0, we can now write the flow in the saddle point region as 

{2.40) 

If we now integrate over all x and y, we can obtain an expression for the steady state 
nucleation rate. We rewrite equation {2.40) and integrate over all x: 

(fJb + f3a tan2 0) +oo( ( f3a )na ( (Jb )nb)-l +oo oH 
lx(Y) f3af3b [1 + tan2 OJ J Ce(X, y)A(x, y) f3ae f3be dx = - J OX dx = 1. 

-oo -oo 

This last step is based on the same limits as in the classical theory for very large clusters 
and very small clusters ( H = C / c). 

In order to continue the same approach as in the classical theory we introduce 

( ( 
f3a ) na ( fJb ) nb) 

w(x, y) = -kBTln Ce(X, y) f3ae f3be . 

This will act just as the energy surface in the classical theory. On this surface there is 
a saddle point defined by: ow/ ox = ow/ oy = 0. 

From this point on everything is exactly the same as it was in the previous section. 
The quadratic Taylor expansion around the saddle point is introduced, and lx(Y) is 
evaluated by substituting exp[-w(x, y)] = exp[-w0 + W'x2 - Wy2]. Here just, like in 
section 2 .4, W' = - D xx, W = detD / D xx, and D contains all the second deri va ti ves 
of w in the saddle point divided by two. Here the same expansion of w around the 
maximum as a function of x is used for each value of y. The total nucleation rate is 
Jx(y) integrated over y (compare this to section 2.4): 

{2.41) 

If now 0 is known, we have the possibility to determine the nucleation rate with the use 
of a true equilibrium cluster distribution. 

The angle 0 is determined by maximizing the angle-dependent part of equation 
(2.41). Except from the obvious angle dependence of tan 0 also the factor (W' /W) 
depends on 0. This factor can be written as -~(o2w/ox2 )/(detD) 1 12 . The determinant 
of the tensor D does not change with rotation so the only 0-dependence is contained in 

o2w o2w o2w 82w 
-0 2 = cos

2 0 -0 2 + 2cos0sin0 0 0 + sin
2 

0 -0 2. 
x na na nb nb 

The angle 0 is now found by taking the derivative with respect to 0 of the whole angle
dependent part of equation (2.41) and setting it equal to 0: 

:o ( r ;t!2 0 
· ( da cos2 0 + 2 cos 0 sin 0 + db sin2 o)) = O, 
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where the equivalent definitions for the dimensionless quantities r = f!R.13 , da = - 12.=D and 
a ab 

db = - ~ are taken. Since 0° < e < 90°, we can replace the derivative with respect to 
e by the derivative with respect to tan e = t. Then the equation to be solved is 

This has the solution: 
tan e = s + J s2 + r' (2.42) 

where again s = !(da - rdb)· This is exactly the same solution as the one obtained by 
Stauffer [8] making the same approximations. 

To summarize the results of this section, if an expression for the equilibrium cluster 
distribution ce(na, nb) is available, it is possible to find the saddle point on the w-surface. 
Once the saddle point has been found all the other variables can be obtained and e can 
be calculated. Finally equation (2.41) can be evaluated and the result is the nucleation 
rate. The advantage of this approach is that one does not need to resort to an artificially 
created equilibrium to calculate the nucleation rate. On the other hand, an equilibrium 
cluster distribution may not be available. An example of the use of the kinetic nucleation 
in the unary case is the paper by Kalikmanov and van Dongen [4], using the cluster 
distribution of Fisher [12]. 

2.6 Calculation of the nucleation rate 

The aim of this section is to develop a nucleation model with which it is possible to 
calculate the nucleation rate for a vapour-gas mixture with molar compostion (y1, y2 ) at 
given pressure p and temperature T. Since the mixtures that are studied in this report 
can exhibit real gas behaviour, a cubic equation of state is used. Redlich, Kwong and 
Soave (RKS) proposed a cubic equation of state which has the following form [15]: 

RT C2 
p= - ' 

Vm - C1 Vm(Vm + c1) 
(2.43) 

where 
0.08664RTc 

C1=----
Pc 

and 

with 
f(w) = 0.48 + l.574w - 0.176w2

• 

In these equations R is the universal gas constant, Vm is the molar volume and w is the 
so-called acentric factor. If a mixture is considered, c1 and c2 have to be replaced by 
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the effective parameters of the mixture, c1m and c2m· These are calculated by applying 
the mixing rules to the pure system parameters: 

C2m = L LYiYj(C2iC2j)
112 (1 - kij)· 

i j 

where the indices i and j indicate the different components of the mixture. In the last 
equation the binary interaction coefficient kij is introduced. The value of this parameter 
is determined by the best fit to experiments [13). 

The partial chemical potential µi is defined as the derivative of the Helmholtz free 
energy with respect to the number of moles of species i: 

aFI µi= - . 
8n· 

i T,V,nj 

The pressure can also be written as a derivative of F: 

p = - :~IT,n, 
So by integrating the pressure with respect to the volume and then taking the derivative 
with respect to ni we obtain an expression for µi. For the RKS equation this expression 
has been derived among others by Radulovic [14]: 

Here f (T) is a function of temperature only. With this equation we already can calculate 
part of equation (2.6). The only unknowns left are the surface tension "( and the radius 
of the droplet. The surface tension is calculated using the Macleod-Sugden correlation 
or the parachor method [15): 

1/4 = "'[P .. ] (!!.. _ .J!i:_) 
"( ~ i VI vv ' 

i m m 

(2.44) 

where [Pi) is the parachor of component i and Xi the molar fraction of component i 
in the droplet. The molar volumes Vr!i and V~are the solutions of equation (2.43) at 
pressure p for the liquid and the gas respectively. Further information on this method 
and the surface tension in general, can be found in chapter 3. 
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Figure 2.4: The free energy surface !:::,.G (equation (2.6)) as a function of the 
numbers na (nonane), nb (methane) for a mixture of 0.99875 mol% methane 
and 0.00125 mol% nonane at a temperature of 270 K and a pressure of 40 
bar. In the region with large nb and small na the RKS-equation does no give 
a solution for both the liquid and the vapour. Therefore, no free energy of 
formation can be calculated in this region. 

Once the surface tension is known, the radius of the droplet is available by simulta
neously solving equation (2.43) at pressure pd = p + 2')' /r and 

(2.45) 

where NA is Avogadro's number and V~ the molar volume inside the droplet at pressure 
pd. The solution of the RKS equation for the liquid can be improved by applying the 
Peneloux correction: 

V~ = V~,RK S - C3m 

with C3m = Li YiCJi, C3i = 0.40768(0.29441 - ZRAi)RTcdPci and ZRAi is the Rackett 
compressibility factor [15] of component i. 

We have determined numerically the values of na, nb, and !:::,.Gin the saddle point of 
this energy surface (equation (2.6)). It should be noted that this point can be different 
from that using the conditions (2.17). In the latter case the derivative of the surface 
tension with respect to na and nb is imposed to vanish in the saddle point, whereas in 
our procedure the variation of the surface tension with na and nb has been taken into 
account. This is a point of some concern and should be investigated. 

Figure 2.4 shows the energy surface for the mixture methane-nonane as calculated 
using equation (2.6). This surface does not have the increasing energy at na = 0 as was 
expected. Because it is not possible to get a solution from the RKS equation for the 
liquid containing only methane or a lot of methane, for these liquids the temperature is 
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Figure 2.5: Lines of constant nucleation rate for a mixture of 0.9999 mo1% 
methane and 0.0001 mo1% nonane. 

too high and no liquid could possibly exist, the free energy in this region has no meaning 
within the model. But it is also clear that the saddle point is far away from this region 
and that, therefore, it does not influence the calculation of the nucleation rate. The 
nucleation rate is determined by the energy surface at the saddle point and not by the 
surface far away. 

In chapter 1 it was shown that in the case of a binary mixture of a gas and a vapour 
a coexistence region exists. The nucleation rate inside such a coexistence region is 
shown in figure 2.5. Instead of an increasing nucleation rate with increasing pressure at 
constant temperature, we now get a maximum and then a decreasing nucleation rate. 

It is now possible to calculate the nucleation rate as a function of the supersaturation 
ratio S = Pv/ Pve by keeping the pressure constant and changing the temperature as is 
shown in figure 2.6 or keeping the temperature constant and changing the pressure as is 
shown in figure 2.7. These figures show a qualitative agreement with the experimental 
results as they were collected by Hung et al. [16]: at low nucleation rates the nucle
ation rate increases exponentially with increasing supersaturation ratio S, and at high 
nucleation rates this increase diminishes. A quantitative comparison of the predicted 
nucleation rates with experiments is shown in figure 2.8. The experimental data are 
taken from the paper by Wagner and Strey [17], who did experiments on nonane using 
a two piston expansion chamber. The gas-vapour mixture they used was a mixture of 
argon and nonane, and they measured the nucleation rate versus S at roughly three 
different temperatures. In figure 2.8 we can see that the dependence on S is described 
by the nucleation model, while the dependence on temperature is not accurately de-
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Figure 2.6: Nucleation rate as a function of the supersaturation ratio at differ
ent temperatures and constant pressure for a mixture of methane and nonane. 
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Figure 2. 7: Nucleation rate as a function of the supersaturation ratio at differ
ent pressures and constant temperature for a mixture of methane and nonane. 
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Figure 2.8: Comparision of predictions by the binary nucleation model and the 
experimental values of Wagner and Strey {17} at three different temperatures 
for a mixture of nonane and argon. 

scribed. At a temperature of about 239 K theory and experiment are in agreement in 
the range that is shown (1011 to 1017 m-3s-1 ). For the lower temperatures we see that 
the theoretical values show a constant deviation from the experimental values. 



Chapter 3 

Surface tension 

3.1 Introduction 

Since an inaccuracy of ten percent in the surface tension results in a change of the pre
dicted nucleation rate by as much as six orders of magnitude from the correct value, it 
is very important that an accurate value of the surface tension is inserted in the nucle
ation model. In nucleation models usually the planar surface tension values are inserted; 
hereby introducing an inaccuracy since in nucleation spherical interfaces (droplets) are 
considered. In the case of a binary mixture the problem of inserting the correct surface 
tension is even more difficult because the composition of the surface layer is generally 
unknown, and a small change in composition can change the surface tension consider
ably. In order to improve upon the parachor method, which is used in the nucleation 
model of this report, a study of the surface tension was carried out. In this chapter 
some prelimenary results for the surface tension of pure substances are shown. 

The transition zone separating liquid and vapour is not an infinitely thin layer as can 
usually be assumed in calculations involving the surface tension (e.g. p1 = pv + 21 / r), 
but this layer has a finite thickness that is a function of the order of a correlation length. 
In this transition zone the density changes gradually from the bulk liquid density to the 
bulk vapour density. Because the exact form of the density profile is unknown, calculat
ing the surface tension is a difficult problem. In a mixture this involves the calculation 
of the density profiles of all the different components in the surface layer. The compo
sition of the surface layer usually is different from the bulk liquid composition, surface 
enrichement, thus the surface tension of a mixture is not simply the averaged surface 
tension that would follow from the bulk liquid composition. Surface enrichment may 
play an important role, and it can change the value of the surface tension significantly. 

3.2 The parachor method 

In the nucleation model presented in this report the Macleod-Sugden correlation [15] 
(also called the parachor method) is used to calculate the surface tension /'. Macleod 
suggested a relation between the surface tension of a planar interface and the densities 
of the bulk liquid p1 and the bulk vapour pv for a pure liquid: 

(3.1) 

Sugden called the parameter (P] the parachor and proposed a method to estimate it 
from the structure of the molecule. The parachor method generally results in a value 

27 
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of the parachor method - drawn line - with the exper
imental values {18} - crosses - for n-nonane; [Pc9 H 20 ] = 387.6 for the density in 
moles per cubic centimeter and the surface tension in 10-3 Newton per meter. 

of the surface tension that is consistent with experiments within 10 percent. Figure 3.1 
shows a comparison of the parachor method with the experimental results for nonane 
[18]. 

Extension of equation (3.1) to mixtures gives 
n 

1!(4 = L)Pi] (p~Xi - P'/nYi) ' (3.2) 
i=l 

where p~ and P':n are molar densities, xi and Yi molar fractions of component i in the 
liquid and the vapour phase respectively. A comparison of the calculated surface tension 
of a mixture of methane and nonane with experimental values [19] is shown in figure 
3.2 for several values of the pressure. As can be observed, the surface tension decreases 
with increasing pressure as a result of the fact that at higher pressures more methane 
dissolves in the liquid, thereby decreasing the surface tension. Also an increasing surface 
tension with increasing temperature can be observed at higher pressures. This can be 
explained by the fact that with increasing temperature the amount of nonane in the 
liquid increases. "This increases the surface tension, but at the same time the increasing 
temperature decreases the surface tension. At high pressures the increase apparently 
is larger than the decrease. At low pressures the parachor method is again accurate 
up to 10 percent. At high pressures, on the other hand, a difference of 20 percent is 
possible. The accuracy of the parachor method can be improved by using parachors 
that are obtained from fitting to experiments. 

The parachor method is one of the few methods available for predicting the surface 
tension of mixtures. The accuracy, however, does not satisfy the requirements for an 
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the surface tension as predicted by the parachor 
method - drawn line - with experimental values {18} - circles - for the system 
methane-nonane ; [PcH4 ] = 81.0, [Pc9H20 ] = 387.6 for the density in moles per 
cubic centimeter and the surface tension in 10-3 Newton per meter. 

accurate prediction of the nucleation rate. It is possible that, after improving the 
accuracy by fitting the parachors to experimental values in the temperature range and 
pressure range under consideration, this method will satisfy these requirements. 

3.3 Statistical mechanical approach to the surface tension 

A system defined by its volume V, temperature T, and consisting of N identical par
ticles is called a canonical ensemble. The so-called canonical partition function of this 
ensemble is 

ZN = ___!_ j e-f3'H.(if,P!df 
N! ' 

(3.3) 

where f3 = l/kBT, ~ the position and Pi impuls of particle i, i = 1, ... , N, and 1-l the 
Hamiltonian·of the system. The integral is taken over the whole 6N-dimensional phase 
space of all possible positions and impulses of all the particles. The factor N! results 
from the fact that we consider identical particles, and only different states contribute to 
the partition function: it is for instance not possible to distinguish between two systems 
that have only the positions of two particles interchanged. From statistical mechanics it 
is known that the canonical partition function is the proportionality factor between the 
probability density of finding the system in a certain state and the Boltzmann factor 
exp(-/31-l) (see for example [20]). It is then possible to write down the probability dW 
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of finding particle 1 at a position between iii and iii + dili with an impuls between PI 
and PI + dpI, particle 2 at a position between ih and ih + difi with an impuls between 
P2 and P2 + dp2, etc.: 

dw( ... ... ... ... ) 1 -{31-ld... d ... d... d ... 
Q1, · · ·, QN,P1, ... ,pN = ZN e Q1 ... QN P1 · · · PN· (3.4) 

If the Hamiltonian of the system has the form 

m is the mass of a particle, and UN the total potential energy of the system (only 
a function of the positions i/i), then equation (3.3) can be integrated over the 3N
dimensional impuls space to yield 

(3.5) 

Q N is called the configurational integral because it is determined only by the configu
ration (the positions of all the particles) of the system: 

QN = j · · · j exp(-/3UN )dili ... dQiv. (3.6) 
v v 

The integration in this equation is taken N times over the volume of the system. Us
ing the configurational integral, the probability (3.4) can be redefined so that it only 
describes the probability of finding particles at certain positions independent of their 
impulses. By integration over the space of impulses we obtain 

dW(ili, ... , Qiv) 

DN 

(3.7) 

Here DN is the probability density in the configurational space of finding particle 1 at 
iii, particle 2 at ifi, ... , and particle Nat ijN. 

With the knowledge of ZN also the complete thermodynamics of the system are 
available. The free energy of the system :Fis related to ZN by :F = -k8 TlnZN. The 
pressure, chemical potential, and the surface tension are defined by 

p = - ( ::) , µ = ( :~) , and 1 = ( !~) . (3.8) 
N,T V,T N,V,T 

In the last relation A is the surface area of the vapour-liquid interface. For an ideal gas 
(UN = 0) the configurational integral is QN = VN, and from this the ideal-gas relation 
p = NkBT/V follows. 
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We now introduce the s-particle distribution function p5 : 

Ps(i/1, ···,ifs)= (N~! s)! j · · · j DN(ili, ... , ifrv )difs+i · .. difrv. (3.9) 

From this equation a hierarchy of equations relating Ps-I to Ps follows: 

PN(if1, ... 'ifrv) - N!DN(if1, ... 'ifrv ), 

Ps-1(ili, ... 'ifs-1) - N ~ s J Ps(ili, ... 'ifs)difs, 
v 

and 

PI (iii) = p( TJ, 

where p( T) is the particle density of the system at position f'. Each distribution function 
Ps has to satisfy the normalization 

J J (.... '""')d'""' d'""' N! · · · Ps ql' · · · ' qs ql · · · qs =. ( N _ 
8

) ! · 
v v 

If Ms is a function of the positions of s particles, and it has the form 

then the thermal average of this function is defined as 

N! !('""' '""') 
(N _ )I I qi,·· .. , qs 

8 .s. 

(N ~~)!s! j !~iii,···, ifs)DN(fh, ... , ifrv )dili ... difrv 

~ 'J f(ili, · · ·, ifs)Ps(ili, · · ·, ifs)dili ... difs. s. 
(3.10) 

The first step is justified by the fact that all particles are identical, and that after aver
aging each term of the summation contributes the same: this yields the combinatorial 
factor N!/(N- s)!s!. The second step is the definition of the thermal average of a func
tion !(iii, ... , ifs). The last step is a consequence of the fact that f(f/1, ... , ifs) is not a 
function of the positions of the particles s+ 1 through N. It is then possible to integrate 
DN(f!i, ... , ifrv) over these variables thereby yielding the s-particle distribution function 
according to equation (3.9). With these definitions we now have the tools to derive the 
surface tension for a planar liquid-vapour interface. 

We consider an inhomogeneous system of liquid and vapour in equilibrium, with the 
inhomogenuity along the z-direction as is shown in figure 3.3. L is the length of the 
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L 

Figure 3.3: Inhomogeneous system of liquid and vapour with volume V = 
L 2 L1: liquid with molar density pl at the bottom; vapour with molar density 
pv at the top. 

box in both the x-direction and the y-direction parallel to the interface, and L1 is the 
height of the box. The exact volume of the system V = L 2 L 1 is not ·important because 
we consider the thermodynamic limit: V ---+ oo. The form of the volume, on the other 
hand, is important: this determines the surface area A. From thermodynamics we had 
'Y = BF /BA at constant N, V, and T. This derivative of :F is only related to the 
configurational part of Z N: 

B 
'Y = -kBT BA lnQN. 

If we transform the coordinates of the system by x = Lx', y = Ly', and z = L1 z', then 
the configurational integral (3.6) can be rewritten as 

(3.11) 

It is then possible to write ln Q N = ln V N + ln Q~. The only dependence of Q~ on 
the surface area is then in UN(ij1 , ... , iiN ). This makes it possible to write the surface 
tension as the thermal average of the derivative with respect to the surface area of the 
total potential energy of the system: 
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(3.12) 

We now specify the potential energy pf the system by stating that only the interaction 
between two particles is considered to be important. The total potential energy is 
then the sum of all interacting pairs: U = Ei<j u 12 (<Ji, <b), where u 12 (<Ji, <b) is the pair 
interaction potential. The summation is taken over all i, but not over all j to prevent 
double counting: 1 :::; i :::; N, i < j :::; N. Substitution of this expression for U in 
equation (3.12) and use of equation (3.10) yields 

1 ff (8u12(<Ji,<b)) ( ....... )d... d ... 'Y = 2 BA P2 Q1, Q2 Q1 .. · Q2 · 

v 
(3.13) 

If we furthermore suppose that u12 is only a function of the distance between the two 
interacting particles, then it is convenient to introduce the coordinates f'1 = <Ji and 
f'12 =<Ji - <b so that u12(l<li - <bi) = u12(r12), where r12 = lf'12I· The pair distribution 
function is now only a function of the vertical position of particle 1 and the position of 
particle 2 relative to the first particle: P2(?fi, <b) = p2(z1,f12 ). After this transformation 
equation (3.13) can be integrated over x1 and y1 to give 

(3.14) 

In order to rewrite A(8u12(r12)/8A) the transformation x 12 = Lx~2 , y12 = Ly~2 , and 
z12 = L1z~2 is used again: 

The relations between A and L, and between A and L1 are 

thus yielding 
8L = ~A_112 8L1 V 
8A 2 ' and 8A = - A2 • 

Substitution of these results into the equation for 8u12f 8A, and multiplication by A, 
together with 8u12f 8x = 8u12f 8r12 • x/r12 (x = x12, y12 , z12 ), results in 
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Equation (3.14) in spherical coordinates after integration over the angle </> in the xy
plane becomes 

(3.15) 

where 012 is the angle between r12 and the z-axis. This is an exact expression for 
the surface tension of a system of identical particles, in which only pair interaction is 
important, first derived by Kirkwood and Buff in 1949 [21]. 

Calculation of the surface tension with this equation requires knowledge of the pair 
distribution function everywhere in the system including the transition zone. Because 
there is no easy way to determine the pair distribution function, we make an approxima
tion. Fowler in 1937 [22] suggested to neglect the finite thickness of the transition zone 
and allow a discontinuity in the density at the interface: above the interface p = pv; 
below the interface p = p1

• This can be considered an approximation of the transition 
zone far from the critical point: in this region the transition zone is very thin. In this ap
proximation we neglect the vapour density in comparison to the liquid density: pv « p1

, 

and take z = 0 as the position of the dividing surface. Within these approximations the 
pair distribution function has the following form: 

if z1 > 0 or z2 > 0 

if z1 < 0 and z2 < 0 ' 

g( r 12 ) is the pair correlation function of the the bulk liquid and p1 is the molar density 
of the liquid. The pair correlation function is generally defined as 

,' vapour 
, 

O 1-----'-----..,1-----'---- xy-plane 

liquid 

-z, - - - - - - - - - - -

Figure 3.4: Range of integration in the Fowler approximation 
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where p(T) is the density at position f. The limits of integration in equation (3.15) are 
now determined by this choice of the pair distribution function: if r12 < lz1 I the limits 
for B12 are 0 and 7r; if r12 > lz1 I the limits are Bo and 7r as can be seen in figure 3.4. 
From equation (3.15) it is clear that r 12 < lz1 I does not contribute to the surface tension 
(integration yields 0). B0 is defined by cos B0 = I z1 I/ r 12 , so the integration over B12 for 
r12 > lz1 I results in 

Integration over z1 from -r12 to 0 yields 

Finally the result for the surface tension in the Fowler approximation is 

(3.16) 

3.4 Perturbation approach to a statistical theory of surface ten
sion 

In this section a paper submitted to "Journal of Physics: Condensed Matter" is pre
sented. It contains a calculation of the surface tension for a Lennard-Jones fluid in 
the Fowler approximation. The method that is used is a perturbation approach to the 
statistical mechanical description of the surface tension. 
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Perturbation approach to the statistical theory of 
surface tension: new analytical results 

V.I. Kalikmanov and G.C.J. Hofmans 

Eindhoven University of Technology, Physics Department, WeJS, P. O.Box 513, 5600 
MB, Eindhoven, The Netherlands 

A new analytical expression for the surface tension of a planar liquid-vapor 
interface is obtained. It is based on the Fowler approximation and statistical
mechanical perturbation approach in the theory of liquids. The expression 
obtained is explicit in the equilibrium liquid density. Theoretical predictions 
are shown to be consistent with the results of Monte Carlo and molecular dy
namics simulations of the Lennard-Jones fluid. 

PACS number 68.10 - Fluid surfaces and interfaces with fluids 
PACS number 05.20 - Statistical mechanics 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1949 Kirkwood and Buff [1] derived (on the basis of the microscopic pressure 
tensor consideration) an exact expression for the surface tension / of a planar liquid
vapor interface in a system of pairwise interacting particles (for a review see also [2]): 

11+00 J 3zi2 I (2) (1) / = - dz1 dr12(r12 - -)u (r12)P (r1, r2; p ) 
4 -oo T12 

(1) 

Here u(r12 ) is a pair interaction potential of molecules situated at points ri and 
r2 of the inhomogeneous liquid-vapor system, ' = d/dr12 , inhomogeneity is assumed 
to be along the z direction; pC2l(r1, r 2; pC1l) = pC2l(r12 , z1, z2; pC1l) is a pair distribution 
function of the system; pC1l its number density. Application of Eq. (1) for the calculation 
of surface tension requires the knowledge of p<2l and p<1l. Unfortunately, no practicable 
and exact routes exist to determine these functions in the interfacial domain from the 
knowledge of u( r) only. 

Further progress can be achieved in several ways. The first possibility is to perform 
a direct Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics simulation ([3] - [5]). For that purpose Eq. 
(1) can be expressed 

1 ('"" 3zlj I / = - ~(rij - -)u (rij)), 
A i<j Tij 

(2) 

where the summation is taken over all pairs of molecules in a sample of area A, 
and the angle brackets denote an average over simulation. Another approach consists 
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in determination of p(l) and p<2) by an iterative procedure using the Yvon-Born-Green 
hierarchy or the Ornstein-Zernike equation with various approximations (see e.g. [6]). 
Serious progress in the statistical theory of liquids during the last two decades was 
achieved due to implementation of the perturbation theory (for a review see [7]). Its 
extension to the liquid-vapor problems was made by Toxvaerd [8] and later on devel
oped by Lee et al. [9]. In 1979 Evans [10] extended the ideas of the modern density 
functional theory (DFT) to the problem of the liquid-vapor interface. Recently Zeng 
and Oxtoby [11] have calculated the surface tension of a Lennard-Jones fluid using the 
DFT formalism in combination with the perturbation theory. 

All the above mentioned approaches - direct numerical simulation of 'Y by means 
of Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics technique, calculation of the density profile and 
distribution functions by means of iterative procedures - require a considerable amount 
of computational work. It is the aim of the present paper to propose a simple analytical 
model for the surface tension which could give qualitatively reasonable results within 
the range of its validity. This range is limited by the condition that the temperature 
should not be too close to the critical temperature Tc. The model is formulated in 
Sect. 2. In Sect. 3 our results for the surface tension are compared with the Monte 
Carlo and molecular dynamics data and with the results of the DFT calculations for 
the Lennard-Jones fluids. 

2. MODEL 

We assume that the liquid-vapor system has a temperature T which is not too 
close to Tc. Then an important simplification of the problem can be achieved if we 
shrink the physical liquid-vapor transition zone to a mathematical surface of a density 
discontinuity. The density profile p(l) = p(z) becomes a step-function : p(z) = PL 
in the liquid phase and p(z) = pv ~ 0 in the vapor phase. This approximation, first 
proposed by Fowler [12], is valid provided that the equilibrium bulk vapor density pv(T) 
is negligible compared to the equilibrium bulk liquid density PL(T). Then Eq. (1) is 
converted to [2] : 

7r roo 
'Y = BPi Jo drr4u'(r)g(r; PL), (3) 

where g(r; pL) is a pair correlation function of a homogeneous liquid with the density 
PL· Function g(r; PL) can be determined experimentally by X-ray or neutron diffraction 
or numericaJ!y with the help of Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics simulations. 

A further analytical calculation of 'Y, in order to be quantitatively reliable, should 
take into account a strong density dependence of the correlation function . We write g 
in the form: g(r; pL) = e-f3u(r)y(r; pL) introducing a cavity function y(r; pL); (3 = l/kT, 
k is the Boltzmann constant. Then Eq.(3) can be written as 

(4) 

where 
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A1(T) = fo00 

dTT4u1(T)e-ffo(r) (5) 

A2(T, pL) = fo00 

dTT4u'(T)e-,Bu(r)[y(T; PL) - 1] (6) 

Introducing the Mayer function f(T) = exp[-.Bu(T)] - 1 and using its asymptote at 
T -+ oo we obtain: 

A1 (T) = 4kT fo00 

dT f ( T )T3 (7) 

A2(T, pL)) = -kT fo00 

dT j'(T)T4[y(T; PL) - 1] (8) 

Note that A2 is comparable with A1 in view of the Fowler approximation, in which 
PL can not be considered a small parameter. 

We evaluate A2 with the help of a statistical-mechanical perturbation approach based 
on the Weeks - Chandler - Andersen (WCA) decomposition [13] of the interaction po
tential: u(T) = u0 (T) + u1(T), where 

u (r) = { u(r) + E for r <Tm, 
0 0 for T >Tm 

( ) { 
-E for T <Tm , 

Ui T = u(T) for T >Tm, 

(9) 

E > 0 is the depth of the potential and Tm its minimum position: u(Tm) = -E. 
The main idea of the perturbation approach in the theory of liquids [7], which dates 
back to van der Waals, is that the structure of a dense fluid is determined primarily 
by the repulsive part of the interaction potential (uo(T) in the WCA theory). The 
attractive part, u1 (T ), provides a uniform background potential in which molecules move. 
Therefore attractive forces are treated as a perturbation in the reference system with 
the repulsive potential Uo(T ). 

In the region T < Tm function f' ( T) has a sharp positive peak and the cavity function 
y(T; PL) monotonically decreases [13]. In the region T >Tm f'(T) is negative and asymp
totically tends to zero, whereas [y(r; PL) - 1] oscillates about zero (Fig. 1). In view of 
these oscilllations we can set the upper limit of the integral in Eq. (8) equal to Tm. For 
T < Tm : j'(T) = f~(r) exp(,BE), where f0(r) = exp[-.Buo(T)] - 1 is the Mayer function 
corresponding to the reference interaction. In the framework of the perturbation ap
proach we expand f'(T) '.::::'. f~(T)(l +.BE). In the same domain T < Tm one can replace 
the function y(T; PL) by its repulsive part Yo(T; PL) = e.Buo(r)go(r; pL) (go(T; PL) is the 
reference system correlation function) because y(T; PL) and y0(T; PL) are quite similar 
[14]. Thus A2 can be approximated as: 
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f I (r) 

y(r) 

r0 1 
I 

r.· m 
I 

r 

Figure 1: The derivative of the Mayer function f' ( T) and the cavity function 
y(T) for the interaction potential u(T). 

(10) 

In order to evaluate the integral on the right-hand side we follow the arguments of 
Song and Mason (SM) [15] who have recently used similar considerations to obtain an 
analytical representation of the compressibility equation for liquids explicit in density. 
Function f~(T) has a sharp peak at some To < Tm, therefore the major contribution to 
the integral in Eq. (10) comes from the vicinity of To, where y0 behaves to first order as 
a straight line 

dyo 
Yo(T; pL) = Yo(R; PL) + ( dr )R(T - R) + ... (11) 

with a negative slope ( ~ )R; R is a point near To. Substitution of this expansion 
into Eq. (10) gives: 

A2 = -kT(Jo + J+ + J_ + ... ), (12) 

where 

(13) 
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(14) 

(15) 

At intermediate to high temperatures th~ integrals J+ and J_ are negligible compared 
to J0 • At low temperatures they tend to compensate each other: 1+ is positive and J_ 
is negative for all temperatures. So 

A2 ~ -kT Jo= 4kT[yo(R; PL) - 1) for"' dr fo(r)r 3 (16) 

Physically, function y0 ( r; PL) gives the correlations that exist in the reference system 
beyond the range of the reference interaction u0 ( r), y0 ( r) is a more slowly varying 
function of r than g0 ( r). Since the reference interaction is harshly repulsive, Yo is 
fairly insensitive to a particular form of the repulsive potential and therefore can be 
approximated by the similar function appropriate to a hard-sphere system of some 
effective diameter d [13]: 

(17) 

where 9d(d+; PL) is the hard-sphere correlation function at contact. For 9d(d+; PL) 
we use the Carnahang-Starling formula [16] which is known to give accurate results up 
to the freezing density: 

(18) 

where <Pd = ~d3 PL is the hard-spheres packing fraction. Substitution of Eqs. (7), 
(16) - (17) into Eq. ( 4) gives the final analytical expression for the surface tension, 
which is explicit in density: 

(19) 

This result should be completed by the equation of state for determination of PL(T) 
and by the algorithm of determination of the effective hard-sphere diameter d. A pertur
bation technique similar to the one described above can be applied to the compressibility 
equation resultin:g in the SM equation of state [15) : 

p~T = 1 + B2P + ap[gd(d+; PL) - 1), 

where p is the pressure, p number density, 

B2(T) = 271' fo00 

drr2[1 - e-13u(r)] 

the second virial coefficient of the original system and 

(20) 

(21) 
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o:(T) = 27r for.,,. drr2[1 - e-/foo{r)] (22) 

the second virial coefficient of the reference system. The equilibrium liquid density 
can be found from Eq. (20) by imposing the conditions of phase equilibrium: p(pL, T) = 
p(pv, T) , µ(pL, T) = µ(pv, T) (µ is a chemical potential). In view of the Fowler 
appoximation we can treat the vapor phase as an ideal gas with a vanishingly small 
density. Therefore PL(T) becomes a solution of the fourth order algebraic equation: 

(23) 

The choice of an effective hard sphere diameter d represents a separate problem. In 
the WCA theory d is found by equating the compressibility of the reference system to 
that of the hard spheres. It depends on temperature and density and is calculated by 
iteration using the Percus-Yevick approximation for a hard-sphere fluid. In the Barker 
and Henderson theory [7] d is a function of T only and is given by a closed form analytical 
expression: d = f0

00 dr[l - exp(-,Bu0)]. For the case of a Lennard-Jones fluid Lu et al. 
[17] found an algebraic approximation for the Barker-Henderson diameter by fitting to 
the Monte Carlo simulations of the Lennard-Jones coexistence curve [18], [19] : 

d(T) = a1T + b (j, (24) 
a2T + a3 

where a1 = 0.56165k/E, a2 = 0.60899k/E, a3 = 0.92868 and b = 0.9718; (j is "a 
molecular diameter" in the Lennard-Jones potential. 

An alternative general expression for d(T) which describes correctly the low- and 
high temperature limits and behaves smoothly in between was proposed by SM : 

d3 (T) = 3 for.,,. drr2[1 - (1 + ,Buo(r))e-,Buo{r)] 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

(25) 

We calculate the surface tension (Eq. (19) with PL given by Eq. (23)) for the 
Lennard-Jones system with the potential u(r) = ULJ(r) = 4E[((j/r) 12 - ((j/r)6]. In Fig. 
2 the reduced surface tension "((j2 /Eis shown as a function of reduced temperature kT /E. 
Two curves - solid one and dashed one - correspond to the two different algorithms for 
d(T): Eq. (24) and Eq. (25), respectively. Also shown in Fig. 2 (triangles) the results of 
direct Monte. Carlo and molecular dynamics simulations of surface tension from Chapela 
et al. [3]. 

From the results displayed one can see that the simulation data are situated some
what lower than the theoretical curves. Nevertheless one should bear in mind that in the 
computer simulations of [3] the Lennard-Jones potential was truncated at the distance 
re = 2.5(j. This truncation leads to lower values of the surface tension compared to 
the untruncated potential. Our theoretical calculations are made for the untruncated 
Lennard-Jones potential. 
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Figure 2: The surface tension of a Lennard-Jones fluid: solid line - d(T) cal
culated from Eq. (24); dashed line - d(T) calculated from Eq. (25); dashed
dotted line - density functional results of Zeng et al. {11}; triangles - results of 
computer simulation of Chapela et al. {3}. 

In order to evaluate how our model works in comparison with more sophisticated 
theories, we refer to the results of recent calculations of Zeng and Oxtoby [11 J based on 
the DFT. The approach used in [11] is briefly described below. For the inhomogeneous 
liquid-vapor system the grand potential functional n[p] of an unknown density profile 
p(r) is related to the intrinsic Helmholtz free energy functional F[p] through O[p] = 
F[p] - µ J drp(r). Using the WCA decomposition of the interaction potential Eq. (9) 
one can express F[p] = F0 [p] + Fi[,O]. Here F0 [p] represents the free energy of the 
reference system which, using the local density approximation, can be related to the free 
energy density /;,,(p(r)) of the hard-sphere fluid with the same density p and an effective 
diameter d: Fo [.0] ~ J dr f d(P( r)). The attractive part of the free energy functional is 
written using the random phase approximation as 

Fi[p] = ~ J drdr'p(r)p(r')u1(lr - r'I) 

For systems exhibiting weak inhomogeneities, such as liquid-vapor interface, this 
approximation is sufficient both qualitatively and quantitavely when the system is not 
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too close to the critical region [20]. The equilibrium density profile p(r) is found from 
the variational condition , ~n( ) I = 0 resulting in 

up r p(r) 

µd(p(z)) = µ - j dr'u1(lr - r'l)p(z'), 

where µd(P( z)) is the local chemical potential of the hard-sphere fluid. The effective 
hard-sphere diameter d is given by the Lu et al. mapping scheme - Eq. (24). The 
integral equation for p(z) is then solved by iteration. Finally, the surface tension of the 
planar interface is found from the relation / = (rl[p] + pV) /A, where p is the equilibrium 
(saturation) pressure at temperature T, Vis the volume of the system, A the interfacial 
area; rl[p] is evaluated at the equilibrium density profile p(z). 

The results of these calculations [11] are shown in Fig. 2 by the dashed-dotted line. 
One can see that they are close to the predictions of our theory (solid line) when the 
same expression for the effective hard-sphere diameter (Eq. (24)) is chosen in both 
theories. 

In conclusion, a new analytical expression for the surface tension of a planar liquid
vapor interface is obtained. It is based on the Fowler approximation and statistical
mechanical perturbation approach in the theory of liquids. The expression obtained is 
explicit in the equilibrium liquid density. It is this feature that is responsible for a good 
agreement of our theoretical predictions with the results of Monte Carlo and molecular 
dynamics simulations and with the DFT calculations of the Lennard-Jones fluid. 
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Chapter 4 

Nucleation/ condensation experiments 

4.1 Introduction 

The experiments that are described in this chapter were performed with a Wilson ex
pansion set-up. After preparation of a mixture of alkanes in the expansion chamber, a 
valve connecting the expansion chamber and a vacuum vessel is opened resulting in an 
expansion. The outflow of the expansion chamber is choked, thereby making it posssible 
to control the expansion time. The characteristic time of the expansion in the set-up 
is about 40 ms. The expansion is assumed to be isentropic and both temperature and 
pressure drop. The cooling rate, the rate of temperature decrease, is about 1 K/ms. 
When the change of pressure and temperature is sufficient, homeogeneous condensation 
occurs. The condensation proces is observed by optical means: light scattering and 
wavelength resolved light attenuation. With the light scattering method the onset of 
condensation is detected. The pressure and temperature belonging to the point where 
onset of condensation is observed, determine the so-called Wilson point in a p-T dia
gram. With the light attenuation method information on number density of droplets 
and droplet radius is obtained. 

The experiments were performed with mixtures of methane and n-nonane, and 
methane and n-pentane. The aim of the experiments was to show real gas nucleation 
behaviour of binary mixtures, and, if possible, to obtain information on the nucleation 
rate during an expansion. The real gas behaviour would be indicated by the retrograde 
behaviour of the Wilson line connecting all Wilson points for a mixture with one com
position. In this chapter only the determination of the Wilson line of these mixtures is 
described. The determination of the nucleation rate is the subject of the next chapter. 

4.2 Expansion set-up 

Figure 4.1 shows a schematic drawing of the expansion set-up that was used for the 
experiments ·described in this report. The expansion chamber is a small round vessel 
with smoothly varying diameter (100 - 19 mm) to prevent vortex shedding during the 
outflow. The volume is 0.8 .10-3 m-3. In the side walls there are two windows opposite 
each other, that enable optical measurements. The top of the expansion chamber is 
connected to the vacuum vessel via a magnetic valve V 1 and to the mixing circuit via 
a mechanical valve V2. Another valve V3 connected to the mixing circuit and also two 
pressure sensors are placed in the bottom of the expansion chamber: one static pressure 
sensor (Druck PDCR81) to measure the initial total pressure, and one dynamic pressure 
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sensor (Kistler type 603B) to measure the pressure change during the expansion. The 
primary part of the mixing circuit, shown to the left of the expansion chamber, is the 
mixing pump based on the principle of magnetic induction (see [23] for a more extensive 
description). The vacuum vessel has a volume that is 20·10-3 m-3 So the pressure 
after expansion will be about one twentieth of the initial pressure. A low-pressure 

mixing circuit 

vacuum vessel 

to vacuum 
pump 

vapour supply 
vessel 

.. 

expansion chamber 

window 

gas inlet 

Figure 4.1:_ Schematic drawing of the expansion set-up; Vindicates a valve 

sensor (barocel 0-100 and 0-1000 torr) is attached to the vacuum vessel, to measure 
the pressure of the vacuum state - the low pressure in the set-up after a vacuum is 
created (about 10 Pa) - and the vapour pressure - the pressure of the vapour in the 
set-up before the gas is let into the system. Also attached to the vacuum vessel is the 
vapour supply vessel, which contains a liquid in equilibrium with its vapour. After a 
vacuum was created in the vacuum vessel and expansion chamber, valve V4 is opened 
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and the vapour can disperse through the system when the pressure of the vacuum state 
is lower than the equilibrium pressure in the supply vessel. This means that only certain 
substances can be used: substances that have a saturation pressure at room temperature 
that is higher than the pressure of the vacuum state. The set up is designed for total 
pressures in between 0 and 65 bar. The initial (room) temperature is determined by 
external circumstances and cannot be varied. 

The experimental procedure is as follows: 

Valves V1, V2 , V3 , V5, and V7, are opened so that in the whole system of expansion 
chamber, vacuum vessel, and mixing circuit a vacuum can be created. The valves 
V 4 and V 6 are kept closed. 

When the vacuum state is reached, V 7 is closed, and V 4 is opened for supply of the 
vapour. At the same time the mixing pump is started. Since the pressure in the 
supply vessel is the saturation pressure of the vapour at room temperature, the 
pressure there is higher than in the rest of the system, and the vapour disperses 
through the system. V 4 is closed again when the vapour pressure reaches the 
desired value. 

V 1 connecting the vacuum vessel to the expansion chamber and the mixing circuit 
is closed so that only the vacuum vessel once again can evacuated by opening V7. 

Then V 6 is slowly opened to let the gas flow gradually into the rest of the system. 
In a time of about 15 to 20 minutes the mixture of vapour and gas is brought to 
the desired total pressure; meanwhile the mixing pump is kept operational. 

The moment the total pressure reaches the initial pressure value that is desired for 
a series of experiments, V6 is closed. After another 5 minutes the mixing pump 
is stopped and valves V2 , V3 , V5 , and V7 are closed. Everything is ready for the 
experiment. 

Valve V 1 connecting the vacuum vessel and the expansion chamber is opened; 
the expansion takes place. During the expansion the pressure change and optical 
signals are measured. 

After the expansion the mixing circuit is still at the initial high pressure, and 
because the mixing pump can not withstand high pressure differences, the needle 
valve \(8 is slowly opened to depressurize the mixing circuit. 

The limitations on the experiments that can be performed are among other things 
determined by the vacuum state that can be reached. The pressure of the vacuum 
state was about 10-4 bar. When this pressure is of the same order of magnitude as 
the saturation pressure of the vapour at room temperature, it is not possible to prepare 
a well-defined mixture of that vapour and gas. So the substances that can be used 
are limited. The maximum vapour fraction is also limited in this set-up, namely by 
approximately the maximum fraction Y:'nax = P~at!Ptot· where P~at is the saturation 
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pressure of the vapour at room temperature and Ptot the total initial pressure. For an 
experiment with nonane, a total initial pressure of 60 bar and a saturation pressure at 
room temperature of 4 · 10-3 bar, the maximum fraction is 4 · 10-3 /60 = 6.6 · 10-5 . 

4.3 Optical set-up 

When droplets have a size that is of the order of magnitude of the wavelength of the 
illuminating light, this light is scattered by the droplets with a typical pattern, in 
a wavelength, size, and angle dependent manner. This means that a characteristic 
scattering pattern as a function of the scattering angle exists for a droplet of a certain 
size. So for a growing droplet we can observe a scattering pattern as a function of size, 
while keeping the angle constant. Mie theory [25] predicts these patterns as a function of 
the refractive index, of the scattering medium, and of the wavelength of the illuminating 
light. This principle of scattering of light by droplets can be used to obtain information 
on size and number density of droplets. 

Not only scattered light can be measured, but also the attenuation of light. The 
attenuation of light with an initial intensity I(O) that passes a spectrally active medium 
is given as a function of the optical path L by the law of Lambert-Beer: 

I(L) = I(O) exp(-/3L ). 

In this equation /3 is the so-called extinction coefficient. This wavelength dependent 
coefficient is predicted by Mie theory [25] for spherical particles of radius r with refractive 
index m to be 

/3(>.) = np1fr2Qext(o:, m), 

where nP is the particle density and Qext the extinction efficiency (a function of the 
dimensionless radius a= 27rr / >., and the refractive index). By using a light source with 
a continuous emission spectrum, /3(>.) can be measured so that the equation can be 
inverted to obtain information on radius and density of droplets. 

The optical set-up will be discussed here briefly on the basis of figure 4.2 (for a more 
detailed description see [24]). A laser beam is diverted by a thin glass plate (g), and 
send through two mirrors (m1 and m2) and the two windows of the expansion chamber. 
The mirrors, facing the windows, have a hole in the middle (~8 mm) so that the light 
beams can pass undisturbed. A thin glass plate was used because both white light beam 
and laser beam have to pass the mirrors undisturbed. Therefore the laser beam and 
the white light beam have to be put on top of each other. When light is scattered by 
droplets the mirrors will catch and divert the forward and backward scattered light to 
the two optical branches. One such optical branch consists of a ring-shaped aperture 
(a1 or a2), and a lens (11 or h) to focus the scattered light on an optical fiber. The 
fiber then guides the light to a photomultiplier that transforms light intensity to an 
electric current. The aperture together with the lens determine the region from which 
scattered light can reach the fiber. This is done so that only scattered light originating 
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Figure 4.2: Schematic drawing of the optical set-up; 1i and 12 are lenses, a1 

and a2 ring-shaped apertures, m 1 and m 2 mirrors, and g thin glass plate 

from the middle of the expansion chamber reaches the fiber. In the set-up only light is 
measured, which is scattered in forward direction at an angle between 4.0° and 4.2° and 
in backward direction at an angle between 175.6° and 175.8° with the direction of the 
laser beam [24]. 

The attenuation set-up consist of a light source with a continuous emission spectrum, 
shown in figure 4.3, and a spectrometer. The light source is a 50 W halogen lamp 
(Osram, xenophot HLX). By a system of lenses and apertures the light is focused into a 
parallel beam with a diameter of 3 to 4 mm. After passing the glass plate, the mirrors 
and the expansion chamber, the beam is focused on the entrance slit of the spectrometer 
(Oriel, 77400 Multispec). The spectral range of this spectrometer is 400 - 900 nm. A 
CCD-array V{ith 2048 sensitive elements is mounted at the exit slit. The spectral range 
is further limited by the signal to noise ratio of the measured spectra to 450 - 850 nm. 
The laser beam is prevented from reaching the spectrometer by placing the two beams 
at a slight angle to each other, so that the laser beam can be stopped before it reaches 
the spectrometer. This does not affect the beam of white light. 

With this set-up wavelength resolved light extinction can be measured. This method 
has the advantage that a vast amount of data is available for a quantitative analysis 
of the results. This analysis is the subject of chapter 5. During an experimental run 
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Figure 4.3: Emission spectrum of the white light; the peak at 632.8 nm is a 
remnant of the laser beam 

typically 100 spectra are recorded at distinct time intervals; the time between two 
spectra is 1.58 ms. These spectra were stored in a transient recorder (LeCroy 8013A), 
as were the pressure signal and the signals of the photo multipliers. 

I 

4.4 Choice of the mixture 

To choose the alkane that best suits our purpose of measuring condensation behaviour 
of a binary mixture of real gases, the coexistence envelopes for a series of alkanes were 
calculated. On the basis of figure 2.5 we expect the coexistence envelope to be an 
indication of the form of the Wilson line. In figure 4.4 four calculations are shown for 
the mixtures of methane and respectively pentane, heptane, nonane, and decane. Also 
in the figures an expansion starting at room temperature and 65 bar is drawn. This 
curve determines the pressure and temperature range which is accessible with the set-up. 

If we want to detect r~trograde behaviour of the Wilson line, the turning point, point 
of maximum temperature, of the Wilson line has to be inside the region limited by the 
expansion. From the figures we conclude that the heavier the alkane, the better it suits 
our purpose. Bui we also have to take the limitations of the set-up into account. As 
we stated before, the pressure of the vacuum state was about 10-4 bar. The saturation 
pressure of decane is only 10-3 bar at room temperature. So that for decane the vapour 
pressure at room temperature is not high enough to do a series of well-defined exper
iments: the vacuum state of the set-up does not allow the determination of the initial 
vapour fraction of decane within 10 %. The saturation pressure for heavier alkanes is 
even lower, so that these cannot be considered. Therefore nonane best suits our pur
pose. It has a saturation pressure that is four times as high as the saturation pressure 
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Figure 4.4: Coexistence envelopes and the isentropic expar!sion (initial state: 
p0 = 65 bar and T0 = 293 K) for a mixture of methane and pentane (top 
left), heptane (top right), nonane (bottom left), and decane (bottom right); 
the vapour fraction was taken to be !Y~ax = !P~atf Ptot for an initial pressure 
of 60 bar. 

of decane. Because in the past also interesting results were obtained for pentane, it also 
was chosen as a test gas. 

4.5 Results 

4.5.1 General remarks 

Three series bf experiments were done; two with a mixture of methane-nonane, and one 
with a mixture of methane-pentane. A series consists of determining a set of Wilson 
points by varying the initial conditions, but keeping the composition of the mixture 
constant. The composition of a mixture was determined from the separate measurement 
of the vapour pressure and total pressure. The vapour fraction yv is defined as the ratio 
of the vapour density and the total gas-vapour density pm: 
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and can be determined from the vapour pressure and the total initial pressure. Using 
the ideal gas relation for the vapour, pv = pv /RT, and a real gas relation for the mixture 
pm= p/ZRT, where Z is the compressibility factor, the vapour fraction can be written 
as 

For a mixture of methane and nonane or pentane Z < 1, so that the maximum vapour 
fraction is less than the ratio of saturation pressure of the vapour and total initial 
pressure. 

During an experiment pressure, intensity of forward and backward scattered light, 
and the attenuation of a beam of white light were measured. Temperature was calculated 
using the isentropic relation for a mixture of real gases, taking into account the so-called 
Joule-Kelvin effect. The thermodynamic relation 

TdS = c dT - T a(~) 
p ar 

p 

can be rewritten for a real gas so that for isentropic circumstances ( dS = 0) we get 

Here cp is the isobaric heat capacity of the ideal gas, an Z the compressibility. The 
second term between the square brackets represents the Joule-Kelvin effect. When it is 
equal to 0, we have the ideal isentropic relation. 

In figure 4.5 a typical result of an experiment is shown. Shown as functions of time 
are all the measured signals: pressure, intensity of forward and backward scattered 
light, the transmitted light intensity of one wavelength (712 nm), and the calculated 
temperature. The pressure drop during an expansion is almost exponential, and the 
temperature change is almost linear. It is clear that the transmitted light intensity 
drops from the initial value to zero within 10 ms. At the same time the scattered light 
intensities rise very steeply and suddenly drop again. This indicates that homogeneous 
nucleation occurred. 

Initially no droplets are present in the mixture, so no light is scattered and all 
the light passes the expansion chamber undisturbed (/0). During the expansion the 
mixture becomes- supersaturated and condensation occurs. The first droplets that are 
formed start to grow and reach a size at which they will scatter an detectable amount 
of illuminating light. At this point scattered light is measured. Once nucleation has 
started, it rapidly goes on until it is stopped by depletion of the vapour. As a result 
of this a lot of small droplets are formed in just a short period of time. Therefore, the 
scattered light intensity rises very steeply. Scattering of light implies a decrease of the 
transmitted light, so also attenuation is measured. The droplet density becomes so large 
that no light will pass the expansion chamber. Then also no scattered light can escape 
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Figure 4.5: Results of a typical experiment; the reduced signals p/p0 , T /To, 
!(>..)/ 10 (>..), and the scattered light intensities in forward and backward direc
tion as functions of time, ).. = 712 nm. Initial state: p0 = 58.0 bar, T0 = 293.2 
K, yv = 3.6 · 10-5 . The vertical line indicates the Wilson point. 

from the middle of the expansion chamber resulting in a sudden drop of the measured 
intensities. Taking a closer look at the scattered light intensities, not only a steep rise 
and drop can be observed, but also a slight increase of the intensities immediately after 
the beginning of the expansion. This is not related to homogeneous nucleation, but is 
probably due to the heterogeneous condensation of droplets that were formed during 
the inlet procedure of methane. Because methane is kept in high pressure cylinders, it 
expands when it flows into the expansion chamber. Due to a small fraction of heavy 
alkanes that are present in the gas, an equilibrium of vapour and droplets can exist at the 

· initial pressure and room temperature in the expansion chamber. When the mixture is 
expanded these droplets start to grow resulting in increasing intensities of the scattered 
light. Because these droplets have time to grow, sometimes even the characteristic Mie 
patterns can· be recognized in the scattered light signals. An example of this is shown 
in the section with results on methane and pentane. 

The thermodynamic state at which the scattered light intensities start to rise steeply 
determines the Wilson point. The scattering experiments were done, because they were 
expected to be more sensitive to small droplets. But if we compare the transmitted light 
intensity for a short wavelength (450 nm) and the scattered light intensity, we notice that 
it is also possible to determine the Wilson point from the attenuation measurements. 
The error in the Wilson point is typically 1 Kand 0.1 bar. 
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4.5.2 Results for methane-nonane 

Two series of experiments where done with the mixture methane-nonane. The first 
series was done with a molar fraction of nonane of 3.6 · 10-5. The initial conditions 
ranged from a pressure of 30 bar to 65 bar all at room temperature. Figure 4.6 shows 
the results of this series. The triangles are the Wilson points that were determined for 
the different initial conditions. In appendix B a table containing the initial conditions 
and the corresponding Wilson points can be found. On the basis of previous experiments 
with nonane at low pressures [26] we expect the Wilson line to follow lines of constant 
nucleation rate in the range 1012 to 1017 m-3s-1 . Therefore curves of constant nucleation 
rate calculated with the theoretical model are drawn, for J = 3 · 1012 m-3s-1 (the outer 
curve) and J = 3 · 1017 m-3s-1 (the inner curve). The retrograde behaviour cannot be 
ascertained from these experiments. The accessible (p, T) range of the set-up apparently 
was not sufficient. Although first indications of the retrograde behaviour are visible, 
further experiments at higher initial pressures or lower initial temperatures are needed 
to confirm this. 

The Wilson points do not follow a line of constant nucleation rate calculated with the 
theoretical model. However, we have to keep in mind that a Wilson point is an indication 
of the onset of condensation; there always is a time delay between the detection of 
droplets and their formation. Also, the nucleation rate in the Wilson point is unknown. 
At low temperatures we see that the Wilson points are situated above the lines of 
constant nucleation rate. This could mean that the predictions of the model at low 
temperatures are too high. 

The supersaturation ratio belonging to the Wilson points ranges from 16, at T = 226 
K and p = 24.9 bar, to 11250, at T = 181 K and p = 4.6 bar. This wide range of 
supersaturation ratios can be explained on the basis of figures 2.6 and 2. 7. At high 
pressures a lower supersaturation is needed to have a certain nucleation rate than at 
low pressures. Also at high temperatures a lower supersaturation ratio is needed to 
have a certain nucleation rate than at low temperatures. In the last Wilson point both 
temperature and pressure are lower than in the first point. This could mean a difference 
in supersaturation ratios of several orders of magnitude. 

In figure 4. 7 the same results as mentioned above are shown for the mixture methane
nonane with molar fraction of nonane of 1 · 10-4 • The initial pressures for this series 
ranged from 10 bar to 35 bar. Now, the supersaturation ratio for the Wilson points of 
this series ranges from 16, at T = 238 K and p = 15.9 bar, to 250000, at T = 172 K 
and p = 1.4 bar: By comparing figures 4.6 and 4.7 we see that the Wilson line of the 
mixture of larger vapour fraction encloses the Wilson line of the other mixture. 

4.5.3 Results for methane-pentane 

One series of experiments was done with the mixture methane-pentane. The vapour 
fraction was taken to be 2 · 10-3. The initial conditions ranged from a pressure of 17 
bar to 58 bar at room temperature. In figure 4.8 a typical result of an experimental 
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Figure 4.6: Wilson points of the mixture methane-nonane, coexistence enve
lope, and curves of constant nucleation rate (3· 1012 m-3s-1 and 3· 1017 m-3s-1 ); 

yv = 3.6 · 10-5 . The line on the right indicates the range of initial conditions. 
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Figure 4. 7: Wilson points of the mixture methane-nonane, coexistence enve
lope, and curves of constant nucleation rate (3· 1012 m-3s-1 and 3· 1017 m-3s-1 ); 

yv = 1.0 · 10-4 . The line on the right indicates the range of initial conditions. 
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run with pentane is shown. In contrast to the experiments with nonane, heterogeneous 
condensation is considerable. A typical pattern can be recognized, and it would even 
be possible to determine size and number density of the droplets that are initially 
present. The occurence of heterogeneous condensation does not allow the determination 
of the Wilson point from the scattered light intensities because no real distinct point is 
visible. Therefore the Wilson points for this series are determined from the transmitted 
light intensity of wavelength 450 nm. The Wilson points are shown in figure 4.9. The 
supersaturation ratio ranges from 2.3, at T = 217 Kand p = 19.2 bar, to 47, at T = 173 
K and p = 2.4 bar. The order of magnitude of the supersaturation ratio is in agreement 
with earlier low pressure experiments with pentane [26]. 
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Figure 4.8: Typical result of an experimental run for the mixture methane
pentane: scattered light intensities and the transmitted light intensity at A = 
450 nm. The vertical line indicates the Wilson point. 

The difference between the Wilson line and the lines of constant nucleation rate is 
more pronounced than in the case of nonane. This could be a result of the difficulty 
in determining t)le Wilson point. For the experiments with nonane the scattered and 
the transmitted light intensities had a sharp discontinuity in the derivative of the signal 
at this point. This is not the case for pentane. The scattered light has no steep 
increase, and, although the intensity of the transmitted light of wavelength 450 nm does 
exhibit the sudden decrease, it is not possible to determine exactly the beginning of 
the decrease due to the attenuation before homogeneous nucleation takes place: the 
attenuation already is considerable. 
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Figure 4.9: Wilson points of the mixture methane-pentane, coexistence enve
lope, and curves of constant nucleation rate; (3· 1012 m- 3s-1 and 3· 1017 m-3s-1 

); 

yv = 1.0 · 10-4 • The line on the right indicates the range of initial conditions. 
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Chapter 5 

An approximate method to determine 
homogeneous nucleation rates 

5.1 Introduction 

Homogeneous condensation in a mixture of a vapour and a gas is an important process 
in a variety of technological areas such as mechanical engineering, chemical engineering, 
and metereology. Various experimental methods exist to study nucleation and conden
sation processes in gases and vapours. One can use diffusion cloud chambers, expansion 
cloud chambers, supersonic nozzles, shock tubes, and expansion wave tubes ([27) - [30)). 
In a supersonic nozzle and an expansion chamber the gas and the vapour experience a 
rapid isentropic expansion. Homogeneous nucleation and droplet growth occur almost 
simultaneously, and therefore it is difficult to determine the homogeneous nucleation rate 
and the average droplet radius as functions of time during such an isentropic expansion. 

The release of latent heat sometimes leads to a significant change in the thermo
dynamic state of the expanding gas particles. Then, the nucleation and condensation 
processes may be strongly coupled to the gasdynamics of the system. However, such a 
strong coupling is not always present, e.g. when the concentration of vapour is too low. 
In such cases, the time dependent temperature T(t) and pressure p(t) of the gas during 
the simultaneous processes of nucleation and droplet growth are known quantities. Only 
such systems are considered in our analysis. 

The nucleation rate is extremely dependent on the supersaturation ratio S and on 
the temperature of the vapour [16]. The definition of S is nv/n8 , where n is a molar 
concentration, subscripts v and s denote the vapour state and the saturated vapour 
state at thermodynamic vapour-liquid equilibrium. If no condensation occurs, during 
a prescribed continuous isentropic expansion, the changes in S and T would lead to a 
nucleation rate J as shown by curve a in the J-S plane of figure 5.1. The dependency 
of the nucleation rate on S during an isentropic expansion is less than in the case of an 
isothermal increase of S. This is due to the change in temperature during the isentropic 
expansion, which decreases the nucleation rate. Condensation depletes the vapour by 
the simultaneous processes of nucleation and droplet growth and eventually decreases 
the nucleation rate and supersaturation ratio as shown by curve bin figure 5.1. The 
evolutions of J and S in time, indicated by the arrow in figure 5.1 are such that the 
maximum in J is reached at t = te just before the maximum in S. Subsequently the 
nucleation rate decreases in time due to the simultaneous decrease of temperature and 
of the supersaturation ratio. 
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In this chapter an approximate theory, based on the method of steepest descent, is 
presented to determine the maximum nucleation rate reached during an isentropic ex
pansion of a vapour and a gas. The moments of maximum nucleation rate and maximum 
supersaturation ratio are assumed to occur simultaneously. For simplicity, the droplet 
growth rate is taken to be constant throughout the whole period of condensation, but 
this is not an essential restriction of the model. Only two parameters are unknown: 
te and the characteristic time interval of nucleation. Kelvin and Knudsen effects are 
neglected. 

Experimentally the moment of maximum nucleation rate and the time interval of 
nucleation can be determined by making use of the information entrapped in the size dis
tribution of the formed droplets. This information can be determined with the method 
of measuring the attenuation of spectrally-resolved white light [31]. Some examples of 
expansions of methane and nonane are presented. 

5.2 Condensation during a continuous isentropic expansion: a 
numerical example 

A system with initial volume V0 is filled with a mixture of a vapour and a gas with initial 
pressure p0 , initial temperature T0 , and initial supersaturation ratio S0 • At time t=O this 
mixture is isentropically expanded by enlarging the volume. With decreasing pressure, 
the temperature also decreases and the supersaturation ratio exceeds unity. The vapour 
is then supersaturated and condensation occurs. While the expansion continues, droplets 
are formed and already formed droplets grow. Nucleation and droplet growth finally 
reduce the supersaturation ratio and restore thermodynamic equilibrium. 

The numerical program of Paikert [32] based on the classical nucleation theory and 
on Gyarmathy's droplet growth model [33] was modified to simulate the condensation of 
water vapour in an isentropic expansion of a mixture of water and argon. An example 
of a simulation is given with an initial pressure of 50 bar, an initial vapour pressure of 
0.010 bar and an initial temperature of 295 K. The low vapour concentration guarantees 
no effect of latent heat on the expansion. Therefore the temperature of the mixture is 
determined from the prescribed pressure and the isentropic relations. 

In figure 5.2 the supersaturation ratio, the nucleation rate, the liquid mass fraction, 
and the pressure are shown as functions of time. As the nucleation rate increases 
more and more, 'the amount of liquid increases, gradually depleting the vapour. As a 
consequence, the nucleation rate reaches its maximum value, shortly thereafter followed 
by the supersaturation ratio. The complete process of condensation takes about 3 ms 
on a characteristic time of the expansion of 40 ms. Pressure and temperature change 
only slightly during this interval. The maximum in the nucleation rate Je is reached 
0.5 ms earlier than the maximum in the supersaturation ratio S8 • The value of the 
supersaturation ratio changes in this short time interval from Se = 13.60 to Ss = 13.65, 
which is about 0.3%. 
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Figure 5.1: Nucleation rate as a function of supersaturation ratio for the mix
ture of argon and water. Shown are the nucleation rate as a function of super
saturation ratio during an isentropic expansion without condensation, curve a, 
and with condensation, curve b. Also shown is the nucleation rate as a func
tion of the supersaturation ratio for the temperatures of 220, 230, 240, 250, 
260, 270, and 280 K, respectively. The nucleation rate was calculated with the 
classical nucleation theory. 
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Figure 5.2: The pressure p, temperature T, nucleation rate J, and the liquid 
molar fraction y1 as functions of time during an isentropic expansion of a 
mixture of water and argon shown relatively to their maximum values. Initial 
state: Po= 50 bar, To= 295 K, Yvo = 2.0.10-4 and So= 0.38, lmax = l.0· 1018

, 

Smax = 17.07. 
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Figure 5.3: Growth rate and square of the radius of two droplets, formed at 
different moments in time during the isentropic expansion, as functions of time. 

Figure 5.3 shows the development of the growth rate and the radius, of two droplets, 
formed at different moments in time. The growth rate starts at zero, increases almost 
instantaneously to a high value and varies only slightly until the end of the nucleation 
period. When all droplets are formed, the depletion of the vapour reduces the growth 
rate rapidly to zero, which indicates that the mixture of vapour, gas, and droplets is in 
thermodynamic equilibrium. This is in agreement with the increase of the liquid mass 
fraction in figure 5.2. 

5.3 An approximate theory 

In order to analyse the processes of nucleation and droplet growth during the short 
condensation period, first the expression for the total molar liquid fraction y1 is given: 

(5.1) 

with J( T )dT the number of droplets formed per unit of volume in the time interval 
between t = T and t = T + dT, r the actual radius of a droplet formed at time T, n and 
n1 the total molar concentration of the gas and of the liquid respectively. The initial 
critical radius of a "newly" formed droplet is neglected : r(t=T) = 0. 

An expansion of J around the maximum value Je at t = te is useful because it is clear 
from figure 5.2 that the nucleation rate is a pulse like function of time. By applying the 
method of steepest descent in a way similar to that used in classical nucleation theory, 
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J can be written as leexp(ln(J(7)/Je)), and we expand ln(J(7)/Je) as follows: 

ln(J /le) 

B 

2~e J;'(7 - te) 2 = -B(7 - te) 2
, and 

1 II 

- 2Je Je' 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

where ' denotes taking the derivative with respect to time. These expressions are 
inserted into equation (5.1) and the droplet growth rate is assumed to be constant. 
Furthermore, the simplifying assumption is made that pressure, temperature and density 
are constant during the condensation process. In that case one can write n( 7) = ne and 
r(t, 7) = r(t - 7). Because the value of Yi does not change when the lower boundary of 
the integral is taken to be -oo, equation (5.1) is written as 

t 

4 ~ I 2 3 Y1=-7r-(-)Je exp(-B(7-te) )(r(t-7)) d7. 
3 n te 

-00 

(5.4) 

Note that n-1/ 2 is a characteristic time in which nucleation takes place. According to 
equation (5.3) B depends on the second time derivative of J. 

For the droplet growth law one can use exact results [33], that have to be evaluated 
numerically, or approximate results such as 

(5.5) 

The parameters Ak and k have to be specified. For large Knudsen numbers, k = 1, 
while in the continuum regime, k = 1/2 [33]. In general Ak will depend on the value of 
S, temperature, and pressure. 

Supported by the results from the last sectfon, the maximum values of the nucleation 
rate and the supersaturation ratio are assumed to be reached simultaneously. Then, the 
formulation of the approximate theory is completed by using the condition S~ = 0. For 
the growth law, equation (5.5) is taken. Denoting the initial vapour molar fraction by 
Yvo and the vapour molar fraction at phase equilibrium by Ys, Sis given by 

S = (Yvo - Yz)/Ys (5.6) 

because of conservation of mass. For y1 and y; at t = te, as follows from equations (5.4) 
and (5.5), the following results are found: 

with 
00 

I - j -u2 Pd - !r(P + 1) p- e U u-
2 2 

, 
0 

(5.7) 
(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 
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where r indicates the gamma function. Then, S~ = 0 yields 

I 
YvoYse ---

J _ Yse 
e- ( I )' 

o:kB-3k/2 3kl3f-1 - Yse B-112 f3k 
Yse 

(5.11) 

where the dependency of Je on Y~e indicates that the rate of temperature decrease of 
the isentropic expansion, the cooling rate is an important parameter. 

Equation (5.11) can be checked by making use of the numerical simulation described 
in section 5.2. The unknown parameters B and te, and Ys can be determined from 
the results of the numerical simulation: B is 2.5 · 106 s-2

, te is 22.07 ms, and Yse is 
-2.11·10-3 s-1. The size of the droplets is assumed to be such that k = 1/2 in case of 
the droplet growth described by equation (5.5) and for Ak we take (2Dne/n1) = 2.1·10-6 

[µm/s 112]. After evaluation of the equations (5.7) to (5.10), the results are substituted 
in equation (5.11) which determines Je. The maximum nucleation rate according to 
equation (5.11) is found to be Jmax = 1.5 ·1018 m-3s-1, 50 % larger than the numerical 
value. This difference is rather large but acceptable in view of the simplicity of this 
first order model. This can easily be improved by taking the variation of S during the 
nucleation period into account. 

With the known parameters B, te and the growth rate, the supersaturation ratio 
can also be determined from the approximate theory by evaluating equations (5.4) and 
(5.6). The obtained maximum supersaturation ratio differs only 2% from the result of 
the simulation. In figure 5.4 the nucleation rate as a function of S is presented according 
to the approximate theory and the numerical simulation. It is clear that in particular the 
decreasing branch of the J-S curve is much too high in the approximate theory. This can 
partially be explained by the following. The assumption of a constant growth rate will 
lead to a more rapidly decreasing supersaturation ratio, compared to the supersaturation 
ratio calculated by the numerical simulation. Because in the approximate theory the 
maximum of J and the maximum of S are forced to occur at the same time te, there 
is a singularity in the J-S curve at this time; aJ /as before the maximum is reached 
is larger than aJ /as after the maximum is reached. This is a result of the fact that S 
decreases faster in time after it reaches its maximum value than it increases before, and 
that J is taken as a symmetric function in time around te. A modification of the model 
taking into account vapour depletion will improve this behaviour, but it will not make 
the singularity vanish. For this it is more important to separate the maxima of J and 
Sin time. 

The approximate theory described above can also be used as the basis for an experi
mental method to deduce Je and Se values from an isentropic expansion in an expansion 
cloud chamber. 
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Figure 5.4: Nucleation rate as a function of supersaturation ratio during the 
isentropic expansion of a mixture of water and argon: dashed-dotted line, 
approximate theory; drawn line, numerical simulation; the arrows indicate the 
direction of time. Initial state: p0 = 50 bar, T0 = 295 K, and Pvo = 0.010 bar. 
Cooling rate of the expansion is about 1 K/ms. 

5.4 Experimental method 

Consider the experimental set-up described in chapter 4. A gas-vapour mixture is 
expanded in a Wilson expansion cloud chamber by opening a valve that connects the 
cloud chamber with a vacuum vessel. By focussing a parallel white light beam, that 
passed the expansion chamber, on the entrance slit of a spectrometer, the wavelength 
resolved attenuation spectrum due to the scattering of light by droplets can be obtained. 

The attenuation spectrum is related to the droplet size distribution function f ( r) by 
means of a Fredholm type integral equation: 

00 

{3(>.) = j K(r, >.)j(r)dr, (5.12) 
0 

with K(r, >.) = 1fr2Q(27rr / >., mr ), Q the scattering efficiency specified in textbooks [25], 
>. the wavelength, mr the relative refractive index. But {3(>.) can also be expressed in 
terms of the formation and growth of droplets as discussed before: 

t 

f3(>.) = j JeK(r(t - r), >.) exp(-B(r - te) 2 )dr. (5.13) 
-00 
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Remember that Je and B are not independent; they should satisfy equation (5.11). 
So, in fact the only unknowns to be determined are Band te, for example. By adopting a 
certain droplet growth law, these two unknown parameters can be found by minimizing 
the square of the difference between the measured /3(A.) and /3(A.) according to equation 
(5.13). Once Band te are known, Je follows from equation (5.11), Se from equations (5.5) 
and (5.7). This can be applied to all nucleation and condensation processes where Ys is 
a known function of time and for which a strong parametric dependence exists between 
the nucleation rate, the supersaturation ratio, and the temperature of the vapour. 

5.5 Results and discussion 

Some preliminary results of an experiment as performed with the experimental set-up, 
are presented. Figure 5.5 shows the pressure, the temperature and the transmission of 
light of one wavelength in the spectrum of the white light source, during an adiabatic 
expansion of a mixture of methane and nonane. The initial state was, 34.23 bar, 293.5 
K, and a molar fraction of nonane of 3.6· 10-5 • With decreasing pressure, temperature 
also decreases and it is clear that the transmission changed within 15 ms from 1 to 0.1, 
indicating that the process of homogeneous condensation occurred. 
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Figure 5.5: Pressure, temperature, and intensity of the 632 nm line in the 
spectrum of the white light as functions of time for the mixture methane
nonane. Initial state: Po = 34.23 bar, To = 293.5 K, and Yvo = 3.6 · 10-5

. 

Start of the expansion is indicated by the arrow. 

The measured spectra were matched with the spectra calculated by equation (5.13). 
The results are shown in figure 5.6 at three moments in time during the nucleation 
period. We used the approximate growth law with k=l/2 and Ak is (2Dne)/(xenie), in 
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Figure 5.6: Matched and measured spectra at three different moments in time. 
Results: te = 85.9 ± 0.8 ms ,le = ( 4 ± 2) · 1016 m-3s-1 , B = (2 ± 1) · 104 s-2

. 

which D is the diffusion coefficient of nonane in methane and Xe is the molar fraction 
of nonane in the liquid of the droplet at time t = te. All the necessary equilibrium 
thermodynamics were obtained using a computer program [35] based on the Peng
Robinson or on the extended equation of state. 

From the matched spectra the following results were obtained: te = 85.9 ± 0.8 ms, 
B = (0.02 ± 0.01) · l06s-2 and using equation (5.11): le = (4.3 ± 2.0) · 1016m-3s-1 . 

Pressure and temperature at te are 8.3± 0.1 bar and 201± 2 K respectively. From 
equation (5.7), Ylm was found to be l.1·10-5, therefore Se = 203. 

In table 5.1 some more results are presented for the mixture methane-nonane. The 
initial total pressure is varied while keeping the initial temperature and composition 
constant. Each result is found from matching typically 5 measured spectra to the calcu
lated spectra. Each spectrum yields a value of te and B. The average values and their 
standard deviations are listed in table 5.1. In table 5.2 the nucleation rates, calculated 
with equation (5.11), and the vapour molar fractions, calculated with equation (5.4), at 
time te are compared to the theoretical results of the nucleation model of chapter 2 at 
the same thermodynamic state. In all cases the experimental standard deviations are 
less than 50%. 

Four experiments show an order of magnitude agreement between theory and ex
periment, but also three experiments (635, 612,and 609) show a large discrepancy. For 
experiment 609 this was to be expected on the basis of the Wilson points that were 
found at low temperatures: they all were situated above the theoretical calculations. 
The other two experiments show a time te that is not very accurate. This can partially 
explain the discrepancy, although not completely: if we calculate the nucleation rate 
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for experiment 635 2 ms later (T = 214.2, p = 14.66) the theoretical prediction is 
only 2 orders of magnitude larger. Experiments 635, 612, 619, 613, and 621 all have 
approximately the same composition at time te· On the basis of these five experiments 
it could be concluded that again we see the wrong temperature dependence of the clas
sical nucleation theory. The temperature range for which the theory predicts more or 
l~ss correct nucleation rates should then for this composition of the mixture be in the 
neighbourhood of 200 K. However, care should be taken while interpreting these results, 
because both theoretical model and experimental method have still to be validated by 
further investigation. 

Table 5.1: Results of matching the experimental spectra to the theoretical 
spectra. The mixture is methane-nonane. 

exp. Po To Yvo te Pe Te B 
nr. (bar) (K) ·105 (ms) (bar) (K) (ms-2) 

616 52.33 293.3 3.5 71.4 ± 0.3 16.8 215.2 0.11 ± 0.04 
635 47.00 293.4 3.6 60.8 ± 1.9 15.2 216.1 0.012 ± 0.003 
612 43.15 293.3 3.6 78.2 ± 2.3 12.5 209.6 0.0127 ± 0.0002 
619 40.95 293.5 3.5 88.0 ± 1.2 10.6 203.6 0.02 ± 0.01 
613 38.01 293.5 3.6 81.3 ± 0.2 10.0 205.l 0.023 ± 0.007 
621 34.23 293.5 3.6 85.9 ± 0.8 8.3 200.8 0.02 ± 0.01 
609 30.85 293.4 3.8 74.1±1.0 5.9 187.0 0.19 ± 0.04 

Table 5.2: The nucleation rates and the vapour molar fraction at time te 
obtained from the experimental results shown in table 5.1, and the calculated 
nucleation rates Jtheo from the nucleation model of chapter 2. 

exp. Je Yve Jtheo 
nr. (m-3s-1) .105 (m-3s-1) 

616 (16.9 ± 4.3) . 1016 3.2 5.4. 1015 

635 (2.7 ± 0.6). 1016 2.3 2.5. 109 

612 (2.6 ± 0.1). 1016 2.2 2.1. 1013 

619 (3. 7 ± 1.3) . 1016 2.5 1.3. 1011 

613 ( 4.0 ± 1.0) . 1016 2.4 1.9 . 1015 
621 ( 4.3 ± 2.0) . 1016 2.5 3.6. 1016 

609 (19.3 ± 5.5) . 1016 3.4 1.9. 1021 



Chapter 6 

Conclusions and recommendations 

This report is an introduction to the homogeneous nucleation of binary mixtures of 
real gases. A binary nucleation model is developed, condensation experiments were 
performed at high pressures with mixtures of real gases, and a method to derive a value 
for the maximum nucleation rate in a continuous isentropic expansion is presented. Also 
an investigation of the surface tension of one-component systems was carried out. 

The presented nucleation model qualitatively agrees with the experimental results 
of Hung et al. [16] at low pressures for nonane. Both exhibit the same behaviour 
of the nucleation rate as a function of the supersaturation ratio and the temperature. 
Also a quantitative comparison of the nucleation rates, predicted by the model, and 
the experimental results of Wagner et al. [17] is made. This comparison shows that, 
although the dependence on supersaturation is predicted correctly, the temperature 
dependence is not. The predictions are in agreement only within a certain temperature 
range. Outside this range the classical theory predicts either too large or too low values 
for the nucleation rate. 

The main subject of concern in the classical nucleation model is the value of the 
surface tension. In the case of mixtures determining the value of the surface tension is a 
very complex problem because the surface tension is not only a function of temperature, 
as in one-component systems, but also a function of composition (or pressure). Since 
the critical nucleus differs in composition from the liquid at equilibrium with the vapour 
at given temperature and pressure, it is not possible to use the surface tension of the 
planar liquid-vapour interface at the same thermodynamic state. 

Another difficulty is that not only planar liquid-vapour interfaces should be consid
ered, but also curved interfaces. This is not trivial, for the critical nuclei are so small, 
that classical considerations on the surface tension no longer apply there. 

The kinetic theory is an alternative way to predict nucleation rates. In this theory 
the problem of determining the surface tension is replaced by finding an equilibrium 
cluster distribution function. A major advantage of this method is that equilibrium 
thermodynamics can be applied, and it is not necessary to introduce concepts like a 
constrained equilibrium or like Maxwell demons. The method of the density functional 
approach to homogeneous nucleation is also a possibility, which does not include the 
problem of the unknown surface tension. 

In the nucleation model the problem of the surface tension is solved by using the 
parachor method to calculate the surface tension. This method allows a calculation of 
the surface tension for other compositions than the equilibrium composition. As a result 
of this, the method, with which the saddle point is determined, is not fully thermody-
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namically consistent. So care should be taken while using the nucleation model. Some 
further investigation of the model is needed. 

Some preliminary results for the surface tension of Lennard-Jones fluids are pre
sented. Although the results are promising, we are still far away from the calculation 
of the surface tension of mixtures of real gases, for instance alkanes. 

During an isentropic expansion of a mixture of real gases, the Wilson-point, the 
state of onset of condensation, was determined by two optical methods: light scattering 
and multi-wavelength light attenuation. The method of light scattering does not give 
additional information to that already obtained with the light attenuation method. 
Since the combination of the two optical set-ups takes considerable experimental effort, 
it may be worthwhile to consider an optical set-up without the measurement of forward 
and backward scattered light. 

An experimental method based on an approximate theory to derive the maximum 
nucleation rate during a continuous isentropic expansion is presented. The growth rate 
and the thermodynamic state are assumed to be constant throughout the nucleation 
period. The first results of this method are promising. The nucleation rates obtained 
by this method are determined within 50%. 

The results obtained from the experimental method again seem to indicate that the 
nucleation model is only in agreement with experiments within a limited temperature 
range. However, care should be taken because both the theoretical model and the 
experimental method still need to be validated. 

For a succesful application of the approximate method, sufficient attenuation spec
tra must be measured during the nucleation period. A typical experimental result is 
obtained from 5 useful spectra of 200 wavelengths each. If the number of spectra could 
be increased, more reliable results could be obtained. This can be achieved by making 
the integration time of the multispec shorter. To maintain the signal to noise ratio of 
the spectra, more light must is needed. For this the radius of the white light beam 
should be increased. 

Because a typical droplet radius is 0.5 to 1 µm, it would be useful to have more infor
mation in the range of short wavelenghts. So a light source that emits more ultraviolet 
light should be used. 

In the case of very high nucleation rates or very small droplets, the method of light 
attenuation, detects the droplets in a late stage of the condensation period. In that case 
the droplet growth rate cannot be considered constant. A modification of the model, 
taking into account vapour depletion, must be used then. 

Because oft~ limitations of the experimental set-up, we were not able to detect the 
retrograde behaviour of the Wilson-line. Higher initial pressures and/or lower initial 
temperatures are required. 
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Appendix A 

Derivation of Fa and Fb 

Starting with equation (2.26) 

curl (R-1 J) = (R-1 J) x grad (~G /kT). (A.l) 

we derive the expressions for FA and Fb, which are the conditions for the steady state 
solution of equation (A.1) in the saddle point region. The energy surface in this region 
is expressed as the quadratic Taylor expansion around the saddle point (2.27): 

The rotated coordinate system (x, y) is introduced: 

x = ma cos</>+ mb sin</>; y = -ma sin</>+ mb cos</>, 

which has the x-axis parallel to the direction of the :flow at the saddle point Jsp and the 
y-axis perpendicular to Jsp· The steady state condition implies that &Jx/&x = 0, so, 
the "ansatz": Jx = Jx sp exp( -W y2 

/ k8 T) is used. Furthermore, R is supposed diagonal 
and constant in the saddle point region. 

In two dimensions the curl has the following meaning: curl( u) = ~ - ~, and an 
outer product of two vectors is defined as u x v = u1v2 - u2v1 . So, equation (A.l) 
becomes 

& ( -1 ) & ( -1 ) -1 & ( ~G) _1 & ( ~G) 
&ma Rbb Jb - &mb Raa Ja = Raa Ja &mb kBT - Rbb Jb &ma kBT (A.3) 

Since R is constant, Ja = J5pe-WY2 /kBT cos</>, and Jb = J5Pe-WY2 /kBT sin</>, equation 
(A.3) can be rewritten as 

-R;,/ J5pe-Wy
2
/k8 T(-2Wy/kBT) sin2 </>

R;:! J5pe-Wy
2
/k8 T(-2Wy/kBT) cos2 </> = 

R;:a1 J8pe-Wy
2
/kBT COS </>(2maDab + 2mbDbb)/kBT 

Rb,/Jspe-Wy
2
/kBT sin</>(2maDaa + 2mbDab)/kBT. 

This after dividing by 2lspe-WY2 /k8 T /ksT yields 

Rb,/ W (-ma sin </> + mb cos </>) sin 2 </> 

R;:! COS <f>(maDab + mbDbb) 
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R;:! W (-ma sin </> + mb cos </>) cos2 </> = 
Rb,/ sin </>(maDaa + mbDab)· 
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If we now introduce the dimensionless ratios r = Rbb/Raa, w = -W/Dab, da -
-Daa/ Dab, and db = -Dbb/ Dab, this can be rewritten to the following equation: 

-w( -ma sin</>+ mb cos</>) sin2 </> 

r cos </>(ma - mbdb) 

This equation can be rearranged: 

wr( -ma sin</>+ mb cos</>) cos2 </> = 
sin </>(-mada + mb)· 

( w sin 3 </> + wr sin </> cos2 </> - r cos </> - da sin </>) ma + 

(-w sin</> cos2 </> - wr cos3 </> + rdb cos</>+ sin</>) mb 0. 

Since this has to hold in the whole saddle point region, both Fa and Fb have to vanish: 

Fa - -w sin3 </> - wr sin</> cos2 </> + r cos</>+ da sin</> = 0 

Fb _ -wr cos3 </> - w sin2 </>cos</>+ rdb cos</>+ sin</> = 0 



Appendix B 

Wilson points 

In this appendix the initial conditions of all the experiments descibed in the report 
and also the Wilson points are presented: for each experiment the initial conditions 
p0 , To, and Yvo and the temperature Tw and pressure pw of the Wilson point. The 
Wilson point is defined as the thermodynamic state at which onset of homogeneous 
condensation is detected. The derivative of the scattered light shows a discontinuity at 
this point; a sharp peak generally is observed. If there is any heterogeneous condensation 
detected before, this is neglected. Heterogeneous condensation can be recognized by a 
slow increase of the scattered light intensity that starts right after the beginning of the 
expansion; sometimes even the typical Mie-patterns are detected. It is also possible to 
determine the Wilson point from the attenuation of light. It is then necessary to use the 
transmitted light intensity of light with a short wavelength because the measurement is 
then more sensitive to small droplets. The Wilson points of nonane are determined on 
the basis of the scattered light signals. The Wilson points of pentane are determined 
on the basis of the transmitted light intensity of light with a wavelength of 450 nm. 

Table B.l: Wilson points of the experiments with the mixture methane
nonane; average initial vapour fraction Yvo = 1.0 · 10-4 

exp. Po To Yvo Pw Tw 
nr. (bar) (K) ·104 (bar) (K) 
629 35.24 293.4 1.0 15.9 226.5 
631 31.77 293.4 1.0 13.9 223.9 
634 28.29 293.4 1.0 11.3 224.7 
633 25.60 293.6 1.0 9.0 216.4 
602 22.34 293.4 1.0 7.5 221.0 
623 20.46 293.2 1.0 6.6 218.8 
624 17.90 293.4 1.0 5.3 213.4 
625 15.35 293.1 1.0 4.2 208.7 
626 12.89 293.3 1.0 2.8 197.2 
627 10.41 293.4 1.1 1.4 171.6 
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Table B.2: Wilson points of the experiments with the mixture methane
nonane; average initial vapour fraction. Yvo = 3.6 · 10-5 

exp. Po To Yvo Pw Tw 
nr. (bar) (K) ·105 (bar) (K) 
628 64.80 293.4 3.6 24.9 226.5 
608 57.95 293.2 3.6 21.5 223.9 
615 56.09 293.2 3.7 21.0 224.9 
610 54.59 293.5 3.6 20.3 224.7 
616 52.33 293.3 3.5 17.1 216.4 
635 47.00 293.4 3.6 16.1 220.0 
617 46.86 293.3 3.6 13.5 209.0 
612 43.15 293.3 3.6 13.5 214.5 
619 40.95 293.5 3.5 11.4 207.6 
613 38.01 293.5 3.6 10.6 208.0 
621 34.23 293.5 3.6 8.9 204.5 
609 30.85 293.4 3.8 6.5 192.7 
614 27.45 293.2 3.5 4.6 180.8 

Table B.3: Wilson points of the experiments with the mixture methane
pentane; average initial vapour fraction Yvo = 2.0 · 10-3 

exp. Po To Yvo Pw Tw 
nr. (bar) (K) ·104 (bar) (K) 
636 58.18 293.5 2.0 19.2 217.1 
637 52.98 293.6 2.0 15.4 209.8 
638 49.90 293.7 2.0 14.1 208.7 
639 46.05 293.8 2.0 12.3 205.7 
640 41.21 293.9 2.0 10.1 201.3 
641 36.53 293.6 2.0 9.1 202.3 
642 31.96 293.6 2.0 7.5 199.4 
643 27.03 293.9 2.0 4.8 184.3 
644 21.74 293.7 2.0 3.3 177.1 
645 17.11 293.8 2.0 2.4 172.8 


